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The objective of this research project was to replicate the dynamic behavior of a
truck-tank trailer combination vehicle using representative dimensions, properties, and
inertias of the trailer/fluid ballast combination. A literature review was completed
describing techniques for modeling fluids and fluid-container interactions using finite
element analysis. Various fluid modeling techniques were identified, and parameters
associated with those models were archived. Next, researchers utilized the tank geometry
of the elliptical straight-frame 5949 trailer produced by LBT Inc. to generate a finite
element mesh using finite element analysis preprocessors HyperMesh and LS PrePost.
Material properties were taken from reference guides, research papers, and specifications
from LBT, a tank trailer manufacturer. Component constraints were added to the model to
mimic fasteners such as bolts and nuts. Contacts were also added to allow the tank to impact
external features, as well as to allow tank components to interact with each other during
dynamic events. Different techniques were employed to generate fluid meshes to reside
within the interior tank structure. Next, preliminary properties for the fluids were generated
using reference materials from published papers. Finally, fluid components were
implemented into tank-trailer model. The minimum barrier height to contain a tractor-tank
vehicle was determined to be 62 in. for a rigid, vertical-faced barrier by a barrier height
analysis done through LS-DYNA computer simulation. Recommendations for how to
improve the tank-trailer model were presented.
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Chapter 1
1.1

Introduction

Background
Roadside and median barriers, including bridge rails, have been commonly used to

prevent run-off-road (ROR) events, and to prevent errant motorists from striking hazardous
fixed objects or geometric features. For the ROR situations, it is deemed appropriate to
utilize barrier systems that are capable to safely contain and redirect passenger vehicles.
These barriers are most commonly evaluated according to the Test Level 3 (TL-3) safety
performance guidelines published in either the National Cooperative Highway Research
Program (NCHRP) report No. 350, Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance
Evaluation of Highway Features [1] or the American Association of State highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTOs) Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware [3]. A TL-3
test condition utilizes two types of vehicle, a 2,420-lb (1,100-kg) passenger car and a 5,000lb (2,270-kg) pick-up truck, to impact the barrier at a speed of 62 mph (100 km/h) at a 25degree angle.
There are situations in which it may be necessary to use higher-performance vehicle
containment barriers (i.e., TL-4 through TL-6). These include when the percentage of
trucks or heavy vehicle traffic is high and when the probability of vehicle penetration
beyond the longitudinal barrier could produce substantial injury or infrastructure damage.
TL-4, TL-5, and TL-6 test vehicles are a 22,000-lb (10,000-kg) single unit truck, 80,000lb (36,000-kg) tractor-van trailer truck, and an 80,000-lb (36,000-kg) tractor-tank trailer
truck, respectively. TL-4, TL-5, and TL-6 impact conditions are 56 mph (90 km/h) at 15
degrees, 50 mph (80 km/h) at 15 degrees, and 50 mph (80 km/h) at 15 degrees, respectively.
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To date, only one Test Level 6 vehicle containment system was successfully tested
and evaluated according to NCHRP Report 230 [4] safety performance criteria using a
tractor tank-trailer vehicle. This combination barrier system consisted of a lower reinforced
concrete solid parapet with an upper beam and post railing system and measured 90 in. tall.
Unfortunately, the cost, height, and appearance of this TL-6 containment barrier have been
dissuasive for its widespread implementation. Due to its current configuration and cost,
few TL-6 barriers have been utilized in the real-world thus far. These situations could
include prevention and mitigation of: (1) cross median, opposing-traffic, vehicle crashes
involving hazardous heavy tanker trucks along urban freeways and interstates and (2)
tanker vehicle penetration or override of existing TL-4 or TL-5 barriers located on bridges,
elevated road structures, or high volume roadways, which could result in potentiallycatastrophic events near schools, malls, sports venues, concert arenas, military bases,
international airports, critical government buildings, or other high-risk facilities. As such,
there exists a need to develop, a new, cost-effective, structurally adequate, reduced-height,
vehicle containment system that is safe for motorists, is capable of containing errant vehicle
impacts with heavy tanker-truck vehicles, prevents, and/or mitigates the consequences of
catastrophic crashes into high-risk facilities or highly-populated areas.
1.2

Research Objective
The research described in this thesis is one component of a larger research effort.

The principal objective of this project was to develop a new, cost-effective, Manual for
Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) Test Level 6 (TL-6) barrier to safely redirect vehicles
ranging from 2,420-lb (1,100-kg) small passenger cars to 80,000-lb (36,000kg) tractor-tank
trailers. For this thesis report, the objective was to replicate the dynamic behavior of a
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truck-tank trailer vehicle using representative dimensions, properties, and inertias of the
trailer/fluid ballast combination.
1.3

Research Scope
The objective was achieved through the completion of several tasks. First, a

literature review was completed describing techniques for modeling fluids and fluidcontainer interactions using finite element analysis. Various fluid modeling techniques
were identified, and parameters associated with those models were archived. Next,
researchers developed a finite element analysis (FEA) model of an elliptical straight-frame
5949 trailer produced by LBT Inc. and connected it to a previously-developed model of a
day cab tractor to produce a full tractor-tank trailer combination vehicle model. Component
geometries, material properties, connections, and contacts were modeled to represent the
dynamic behavior of the tank trailer. Finally, preliminary properties for the fluids were
generated using reference materials from published papers. Lagrangian and ALE
formulations were modeled and evaluated. Lagrangian fluid model was successfully
implemented into the TL-6 vehicle model. A model validation was done with an existing
crash-test. After the vehicle validation, a barrier height analysis was done to evaluate and
recommend a minimum barrier height for a TL-6 barrier.
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Chapter 2
2.1

Literature Review

Scope of Review
Tank-truck trailer run off road (ROR) crashes can result in catastrophic outcome.

Trailers may carry hazardous contents such as chemicals, gasoline, and fuel oils, and
damaging or rolling the trailers could result in dangerous and environmentally-destructive
chemical release, requiring costly cleanup and significant traffic congestion. For purposes
of computer simulation of these tractor-tank trailer combination vehicles, it is important to
reasonably replicate the internal liquid sloshing behavior of the fluid, which may
dynamically load against the side of a tank and create vehicle/trailer rollover instability.
Slosh refers to the periodic movement of a liquid inside of a container, in this case the
oscillatory motion of the liquid inside the tank structures. For this reason, the literature
review was primarily focused on the Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) inside the tank for
stable tank-trailer interactions during dynamic impact events.
The cited research reports relevant to fluid slosh were reviewed to formulate the
current knowledge and status for fluid modeling analysis. The reviewed reports are briefly
summarized below, particularly focused on: (i) Methods for modeling fluid moving inside
a tank container; and (ii) vehicle simulation.
2.2

Highway Barrier Safety Performance Criteria
A full-scale crash test is a method to measure the impact performance of a roadside

safety feature based on criteria for (1) structural adequacy, (2) occupant risk, and (3) postimpact vehicular response. Since 2009, MASH [3] has been the standard testing manual
for roadside safety feature evaluation. Prior to MASH, NCHRP Report No. 230 [4] and
350 [1] provided guidance for evaluating safety hardware. MASH defines the impact
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conditions and evaluation criteria for each type of roadside safety hardware. For roadside
parapets and barriers, MASH provides six different test levels, TL-1 through TL-6. Each
test level represents different vehicle classes and impact conditions for which the barrier
must safely contain and redirect errant vehicles. A TL-6 barrier must be able to safely
contain and redirect TL-6 vehicles, this type of vehicles include tractor-van trailer weighing
80,000-lb (36,000 kg), and tractor-tank trailer weighing 80,000-lb (36,000-kg).
Table 1: MASH Vehicle Criteria

Test Barrier
Level Section

6

Lengthof-need

Test
No.

Vehicle

6-10

1100C

6-11

2270P

6-12

36000T

Impact
Speed
mph
(km/h)
62
(100.0)
62
(100.0)
50 (80.0)

Impact
Angle
deg

Acceptable
Evaluation
IS
Range
Criteria1
kip-ft (kJ)

25

≥51 (69.7)

A,D,F,H,I

25

≥106 (144)

A,D,F,H,I

15

≥404 (548)

A,D,G
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Table 2: MASH Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria
Factors
A. Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle or bring the vehicle
Structural
to a controlled stop; the vehicle should not penetrate, underride, or
Adequacy
override the installation although controlled lateral deflection of the
test article is acceptable.
D.
Detached elements, fragments, or other debris from the test article
should not penetrate or show potential for penetrating the occupant
compartment, or present undue hazard to other traffic, pedestrians, or
personnel
in
a
work
zone.

Occupant
Risk

Deformations of, or intrusions into, the occupant compartment should
not exceed limits set forth in Section 5.2.2 and Appendix E of MASH.
F. The vehicle should remain upright during and after collision. The
maximum roll and pitch angles are not to exceed 75 degrees.
G. It is preferable, although not essential, that the vehicle remain upright
during and after collision
H. Occupant impact velocities (OIV) (see Appendix A, Section A5.2.2
of MASH for calculation procedure) should satisfy the following
limits:
Occupant Impact Velocity Limits, ft/s (m/s)
Component

Maximum

30
ft/s 40
ft/s
(9.1 m/s)
(12.2 m/s)
10
ft/s 16
ft/s
Longitudinal
(3.0 m/s)
(4.9 m/s)
The occupant ridedown acceleration (see Appendix A, Section A5.2.2
of MASH for calculation procedure) should satisfy the following
limits:
Occupant Ridedown Acceleration (ORA) Limits (G)
Component
Preferred
Maximum
Longitudinal and Lateral
15.0 G
20.49 G
Longitudinal and Lateral

I.

Preferred
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2.3

Phase I
Whitfield investigated and developed new, cost-effective, Manual for Assessing

Safety Hardware (MASH) Test Level 6 (TL-6) barrier concepts [1]. The author’s research
main objective was to design a barrier capable to contain and redirect vehicles ranging from
2,420-lb small passenger cars to 79,300-lb tractor-tank trailers. This was achieved by
researching about previous TL-6 and TL-5 barrier designs and estimating the cost of
current TL-5 and TL-6 barriers. Barrier Designs were brainstormed, developed, and
evaluated based in their ability to meet design criteria. A minimum barrier height study
was done to determine a minimum barrier height for concept designs. Barrier concepts
were evaluated with finite element analysis.
2.3.1

Vehicle Model
Whitfield created a simplify TL-6 tractor-tank trailer vehicle model in LS-DYNA

to evaluate barrier concepts. This tractor-tank trailer model was created by modifying an
existing TL-5 tractor-van trailer model. The van trailer was removed, leaving the original
tractor and rear tandem axle. The tank-trailer geometry was determined based on a vehicle
dimension survey. The tank model was designed as an elliptical cylinder 92 in. wide, 63
in. tall, and 488 in. long. The tank was attached to two C-channels rails with 4-in. wide
flanges and 8-in. tall x ½-in. thick. Two 4-in. x 4-in. square tube spacer rails were also
added between the C-channels and the rear tandem axle to suspend the tank at the correct
height.
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The fluid inside the tank-trailer was modeled with pure Lagrangian solid element
(ELFORM=1) with the properties of water at 20°C (72°F), with a density of 1.0E-6
kg/mm3, poison’s ratio of 0.2, and bulk modulus of 2.15 GPa. The empty vehicle model
had a weight of 25,050 lb. (11,362 kg), and 54,793 lb. (24,854 kg) of water ballast was
added into vehicle model. Resulting in a total weight of 79,843 lb (36,216 kg).

Figure 1: Phase I Vehicle Model [1]
2.3.2

Vehicle Mode Validation
To validate TL-6 vehicle model, Whitfield created a simulation of an existing full-

crash test, Instrumented Wall (1988), was created to compare results from simulation.
Sixteen rigid walls were created using *RIGIDWALL_PLANAR_FINITE, were used to
simulate 16 load cells. The truck model impacted the barrier model at 15 degrees and 55
mph at a point approximately 90-in from the upstream edge, which is similar to the impact
condition in the full-scale crash test.
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Figure 2: Instrumented Wall Simulation [1]
To validate the created vehicle model, Whitfield compared the angular
displacements from the full-crash test, which were recorded at the center of gravity (c.g.)
of the tractor, with the angular displacements from the simulation. The author extracted x,
y, and z rotational velocities from the simulation, and the Euler roll, pitch, and yaw were
calculated. Angular displacements were compared as shown Figure 3. From the angular
displacement the author concluded that the initial roll being similar between the simulation
and the test, the tractor impact into the barrier, was representative of the full crash-test.
Except for the tank impact, which was less accurate.
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Figure 3: Angular Displacement Comparison [1]
The accelerations at the tractor model c.g. were extracted and compared to the
acceleration data from the Instrumented Wall crash-test, which was located at the tractor’s
c.g. A 50-ms rolling average was applied in to the resultant data, similarly to the average
applied in the Instrumented wall test data.

Figure 4: Lateral Acceleration Comparison [1]
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Figure 5: Longitudinal Acceleration Comparison [1]
From the lateral acceleration comparison, the initial impact of the tractor (the first
set of peaks) was larger in the simulation than the Instrumented Wall test, but not
significantly. The second peak, which occurred about 100 ms sooner in the simulation than
the full scale test and was a result of the front of the tank impacting the barrier, was larger
in the full scale test than the simulation. The largest 50 msec average in the Instrumented
Wall test was reported as 12.3 g as compared to 8.7 g in the simulation. Overall, the general
trend of the two tests was similar, but the magnitude and timing was shifted.
The longitudinal acceleration shows similar trends to that of the lateral acceleration.
Increased accelerations during the tractor and front trailer impact occurred in the full scale
test versus the simulation. The largest 50 msec average in the full scale test was 2.1 g versus
1.0 g in the simulation data. Again, the general trend was similar, with the full scale test
having higher values throughout.
Whitfield extracted the forces exerted on the barrier from the rigid walls. Also, he
applied a 50-ms rolling average to match the filtering performed on the Instrumented Wall
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test data. The forces from all rigid walls were summed, to obtain the resulting total load.
The loads from the simulation and the Instrumented Wall test are shown in Figure 6 and
Figure 7. When comparing the forces, three distinct peaks can be seen corresponding to
three impact events: the front of the tractor, the front of the trailer and tractor-tandem axle,
and the rear-tandem axle tail slap. The time at which these impacts occurred are shifted.
However, the time between peaks was similar between the Instrumented Wall test and the
simulation.

Figure 6: 90-in. Model Wall Forces [1]
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Figure 7: Wall Force Comparison [1]
Whitfield concluded that the preliminary TL-6 vehicle model did not accurately
represent the impact loads and accelerations from the Instrumented Wall test. The author
mentioned that this differences in the results may be due to the differences in the 1968 test
vehicle and the preliminary vehicle model, which geometry was based on newer tractor
and trailer vehicles. The author listed several recommendations to improve the TL-6
vehicle model that may enable it to have a more realistic behavior: (1) updating the fifth
wheel plate; (2) the connection between the fifth wheel plate and the tank; (3) the support
rails and lateral bracing; (4) the baffles and bulkheads inside the tank; (5) the rails in top
of the tank; (6) many of the additional tubes and additional components located underneath
the tank; (7) and the ballast inside the tank.
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2.4

Computational Methods for Fluid Simulation
A review of common methods for evaluating material flow, including fluids, is

presented below. This literature review focuses on the comparison of computational
methods and was used to identify preferred methods for simulating fluid inside tank-trailer.
2.4.1

Lagrangian Formulation
The computational mesh of Lagrangian formulation is used to describe the behavior

of deformable structures, but for some fluid problems, a Lagrangian mesh may provide a
reasonable fluid behavior. In Lagrangian formulation, nodes are connected to each other
with a material medium and the mesh is attached to material and therefore the mesh follows
the fluid material. If the fluid material experiences a large distortion, it may lead to an
increase in time processing or analysis termination [8]. For this formulation, the interaction
between the fluid and structure is modeled using a contact in which the fluid is defined as
a slave. Because the fluid material is continuous and utilizes discrete and deterministic
surfaces defined by the user, only a single fluid mass can be modeled (no fluid mixing).
In Figure 8 is illustrating the motion in the mesh and nodes of Lagrangian
formulation. Where ∆X is the change in distance of the meshing, and ∆P is the change of
position of the nodes, as they follow the material deformation.
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Figure 8: Lagrangian Mesh Motion
2.4.2

Eulerian Formulation
The Eulerian formulation for fluid flow analysis advances solutions in time on a

mesh fixed on space. The Eulerian method avoids the Lagrangian problem of mesh
distortion by fixing nodes in space and calculating future discrete time steps at each
iteration for computational efficiency [8]. As a result, the Eulerian method allows mass
flow between elements. The Eulerian method consist of a Lagrangian computation at every
time step, followed by a re-map phase which restores the distorted mesh to its original state.
A disadvantage of the Eulerian approach is that a fine mesh is required to capture the
material response, this makes the method computationally expensive. In Figure 9, is
explained how the Eulerian formulation works. The reference mesh is the air, this mesh
remains fixed in space while the water material flows through the reference mesh. ∆P
represents the change in position of the water component moving inside the air.
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Figure 9: Eulerian Mesh Motion
2.4.3

Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) Formulation
The computational ALE is a finite element formulation created by combining

features of Lagrangian and Eulerian computational methods [9]. The Lagrangian domain
evaluates the movement and/or deformation of structural components of the model. The
Eulerian domain deals with the movement of the air or general fluid. With this method, the
motion of the mesh is independent of the motion of the analyzed material. In Figure 10, is
observed how the ALE formulation works. The water material flows through the air mesh,
while the mesh can move according to applied boundary conditions. For this case 𝛥X
represents the translation of the mesh and 𝛥P the change on position of the material flowing
through the reference mesh. The advantage of the ALE computational method is that allows
smoothing of a distorted mesh without performing a complete re-mesh. However, ALE
methods require careful consideration for contacts, material definition, and flow.
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Figure 10: ALE Mesh Motion
2.4.4

Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics Formulation
SPH is a meshless Lagrangian method, it does not suffer from mesh distortion in

large deformation problems [9]. Models comprised of SPH definitions evaluate the
movement of packets of material, evaluated as smooth spherical particles, which can
interact with each other with surface-to-surface contacts, Van der Waals forces, mixing
friction, and tensile or compressive forces. Each SPH element remains rigid and spherical
throughout the simulation. Because the computation requires the computation of interparticle dynamics and kinematics of many particles and a fine mesh is often required to
accurately model fluid behaviors, SPH methods tend to be computationally expensive.
Figure 11: Illustration of SPH Deformations
An example of the motion of SPH method is shown in Figure 11. This formulation
allows the user to apply any boundary condition such as translation (𝛥X) and change in
position (𝛥P) of the particles.
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Figure 11: Illustration of SPH Deformations
2.5

Computational Fluid Dynamic Method in LS-DYNA
The problem of fluid sloshing motion inside a spherical or cylindrical tank, which is

usually described by three-dimensional flow [7], has been studied since the 1960’s. The
liquid sloshing influences the safety performance of tank-trailer vehicles because of the
hydrodynamic forces and moments created from the liquid oscillation inside the tank, thus
reducing the stability of the filled or partially filled tank. Tank-trailers have anti-slosh
devices, known as baffles, observed in Figure 12. These devices can reduce the motion of
the liquid and provides stability to the tank vehicle. FEA has been performed to optimize
the safety performance of tank-trailer vehicles, focusing on the sloshing behavior inside
the tank to come up with new techniques in fuel tanks to reduce these phenomena.

Figure 12: Baffle Component
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For more than 50 years the problem of sloshing was investigated as new field called
Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI), focusing on improving accuracy, and developing new
modelling techniques. These techniques have been utilized to investigate the behavior of
fluids due to the variation of fluid flow and pressure during an impact, and the complexity
of water when flasked inside a tank. There are different methods of modeling fluid.
Gautman and Mucino were the first to study approach the rollover stability of a
partially filled tanker truck by using finite element analysis (FEA) method [10]. By
modeling a simple mechanical pendulum inside the tank to simulate the fluid sloshing
effect.

Figure 13: Mechanical analogy of a cylindrical fluid filled tank [10]
Gautman and Mucino assumed that the sloshing action of the fluid creates forces
inside the tank body that can be simulated with a mechanical pendulum.
Vesenjak et al. did a research study approaching different FSI models in LS-DYNA
to simulate the sloshing of fuel inside a contained box [9]. The methods used to simulate
the fluid are the following: Lagrangian, Eulerian, ALE and SPH).
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Vesenjak et al. modeled a closed container box partially filled with water (60%)
and air (40%). The box is starts at rest and then it is subjected to a longitudinal time
dependent acceleration. Water and air were modeled with null material (Type 9). Air was
included in ALE and Eulerian formulations. Equations of state Gruneisen and Ideal Gas
were applied to water and air, respectively. In SPH and Lagrangian automatic nodes to
surface contact were used and in Eulerian and ALE models constrained Lagrange in solid
was used.

Figure 14: Dimensions and initial conditions of Plexiglas [9]
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Figure 15: Fluid Model Comparison [9]
The methods were compared by how accurately the fluid model moved inside the
box and the pressure of water. The red dotted line is the free surface shape observed in the
experiment at the same time instance. From the comparative study it was concluded that
ALE and Eulerian methods are the best in describing the position and form of water, which
is shown in Figure 15. Lagrangian formulation resulted in distorted elements and
computational errors. SPH formulation results were reasonably accurate, but not the best
describing fluid motion.
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Figure 16: Comparison of the pressure time variation at point 1[9]
For the pressure comparison in
Figure 16, Lagrangian and SPH methods showed similar results to experimental
data than ALE and Eulerian methods. From comparative the following was concluded:
SPH and Lagrangian model processing time is shorter, while ALE and Eulerian describes
fluid motion more accurately.

Figure 17: CPU-time comparison [9]
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Xu, Wang and Souli researched on different methods for a sloshing tank analysis
to design a fuel tank [12]. Authors compared the accuracy between SPH and ALE
formulations. The authors created a detailer finite element model of a rigid tank, that
contains water and air (void mesh). For the ALE method, the researchers created three
models with different mesh densities from 20,000 to 60,000 hexahedra elements for the
fluid mesh. For the SPH formulation three models with different particles density were
created: SPH1=20,000, SPH2=75,000, and SPH3=120,000 particles. The tank was
subjected to a horizontal velocity of v(t)=0.032cos(2πt/T), where T=1.5 sec is the period
of the horizontal velocity.

Figure 18: Problem description and ALE mesh [12]
For the ALE model, Wang and Souli determined that the three different mesh
densities gave the same results. The authors concluded that the 20,000 elements model,
shown in Figure 19, was the most optimal for further investigation, due to the similitude
with experimental results and because it required less computational time than the other
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two models. These results are the heights of the peaks from the waves in the simulation
and can be observed in Table 3.
Table 3: ALE and experimental data of peak wave amplitudes [12]

Figure 19: Water wave with ALE simulation at time t=9.6 sec [12]
For the SPH models, the authors found out that the model with 20,000 particles did
not show a correlation with either the ALE model nor the experimental results. To improve
the model, the researchers decided to refine the model. SPH refinement was done by
decreasing the particles pacing by a factor of two and four, increasing the number of SPH
particles from 20,000 to 75,000 and 120,000. The resultant wave displacement from the
simulated model can be observed in Figure 20, which denotes the time history of height of
water wave. In the graph can be observed that as the number of particles in the SPH model
increased, the more it correlated with the simulation results of the ALE model.
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Figure 20: Water wave height for ALE and SPH simulations SPH1=20,000 SPH2=75,000
SPH3=120,000 [12].
Authors compared SPH and ALE methods, since SPH provides similar results as
ALE formulation. For SPH to provide similar results as ALE, it was determined that SPH
method must have a two times finer particle spacing than ALE mesh. From this research,
it was concluded that SPH method has the advantage of avoiding re-meshing. The
disadvantage of this method is that it needs a finer resolution to achieve the same accuracy
as ALE method.
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Han et al. employed ALE method to analyze the process of a tank-trailer during
sharp turn [13]. Tank-trailer model was composed by tractor-tanker and middle swash
plate, observed in Figure 21. Shell elements were used to simulate the vehicle and solid
elements were used to represent fluid components.

Figure 21: Finite element model of tanker semi-trailer [13].
The authors modeled the air and liquid material with null material. The density used
were 1.0E-9 t/mm3 and 1.0E-12 t/mm3. The equation of state used for the liquid and air
was linear polynomial: p = C0+C1μ+C2μ2+ C3μ3+( C4+ C5+ C6μ6) E in which, Ci is the
equation coefficient, μ = ρ/ρ0 – 1, ρ, ρ0 is the respectively of the liquid’s current and initial
density
For this research study, the authors analyzed 4 conditions of the tank fill ratio with
0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 during the sharp turn. The study did not evaluate the fluid model that
was used for this research, it was focused on how the fill ratio of liquid inside the trailer
affects the liquid sloshing amplitudes. The authors mentioned that the ALE formulation
has more superiority, that this method is not restricted by geometrical shape, and boundary
and load conditions.
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Dhole et al. investigated the sloshing inside a fuel tank using nonlinear fluid
properties [14]. Authors employed SPH computational method to simulate study the effects
of fuel sloshing in the tank structure, because dynamic pressure exerted by fuel on baffles
can lead structural failure. The tank shell, baffles and end plates were meshed with shell
elements. Materials were modeled using *MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY.
Meshless SPH method was used to model water, since this method requires a lower CPU
time than ALE and Eulerian methods. An Equation of State was defined by
*EOS_TABULATED card. To define the non-linear behavior of water, volumetric strain
and constants variables were defined in EOS card. Density of water was 1000kg/m3. A
total of 45,743 particles were used for the SPH model.

Figure 22: FEA Model for Fuel Tank Sloshing [14]
Node to surface contact was define between water particles and tank. By using card
*BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_RIGID, boundary conditions were applied to
tank, shown in Figure 23, to make fluid inside tank to slosh. Gravity was applied by
*LOAD_BODY_Z.
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Figure 23: Ramp and Hold Input for Fuel Tank Testing [14]
The researchers wanted to evaluate the durability of fuel tank for defined lifecycles
requirements. From the experiment, it was found that the center baffle had cracked at
multiple locations. In the LS-DYNA model, the results showed high strain levels at the
same cracked areas around the holes of the center baffle as it is shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Correlation Results-Tank design-01[14]
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Chapter 3

Development of MASH Tank Trailer FEA Model

In this chapter, the trailer model subsystems are described based on their function
within the trailer. Meshing, element formulation and material properties are provided.
Tabular data discussed in this chapter can be found in Appendix A.
3.1

MASH Criteria for Tractor-Tank Trailer Combination Vehicles
A full-scale crash test is a method to measure the impact performance of a roadside

safety feature. In where (1) structural adequacy, (2) occupant risk, and (3) post-impact
vehicular response are evaluated to determine if the full-crash test passed or failed. Since
2009, MASH [3] has been the standard testing manual for roadside safety feature
evaluation. Prior to MASH, NCHRP Report No. 230 [3] and 350 [1] provided guidance for
evaluating safety hardware. MASH defines the impact conditions and evaluation criteria
for each type of roadside safety hardware. For roadside parapets and barriers, MASH
provides six different test levels, TL-1 through TL-6. Each test level represents different
vehicle classes and impact conditions for which the barrier must safely contain and redirect
errant vehicles. A TL-6 barrier must be able to safely contain and redirect TL-6 vehicles,
this type of vehicles include tractor-van trailer weighing 80,000-lb (36,000 kg), and tractortank trailer weighing 80,000-lb (36,000-kg). Table 4, shows the parameters that must be
met for TL-6 vehicle selection.
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Table 4: Recommended Properties of 10000S, 36000V, and 36000T Test Vehicles

Property

1000S (SingleUnit Van
Truck)

36000V (Tractor/Van Trailer)
Tractora

Trailerb
Combination
Mass, lb (kg)

36000T (Tractor/Tank Trailer)
Tractora

Trailerc

Combination

Curb

13,200 ± 2,200
(600 ± 1000)

N/Sd

N/Sd

29,000 ± 3,100
(13,200 ± 1,400)

N/Sd

N/Sd

29,000 ± 3,100
(13,200 ± 1,400)

Ballaste

As Needed

N/Af

As Needed

N/Af

N/Af

As Needed

N/Af

Test Inertia

22,046 ± 660
(10,000 ± 300)

N/Sd

N/Sd

79,000 ± 1100
(36,000 ± 500)

N/Sd

N/Sd

79,000 ± 1100
(36,000 ± 500)

Dimensions, in. (mm)
Wheelbase
(max)

240 (6,100)

200 (5100)

N/Sd

N/Af

200
(5,100)

N/Sd

N/Af

Overall
Length
(max)

394 (10,000)

N/Sd

636 (16,155)

780 (19,850)

N/Sd

N/Sd

780 (19850)

Trailer
Overhangg
(max)

N/Af

N/Af

87 (2,200)

N/Af

N/Af

73 (1,850)

N/Af

Cargo Bed
Heighti

49 ± 2
(1,245 ± 50)

N/Af

50 ± 2
(1,270 ± 50)

N/Af

N/Af

N/Af

N/Af

N/Af

81 ± 4
(2,050 ± 100)

N/Sd

Center of Mass Location in. (mm)
Ballaste
(above
ground)

a
b

c
d
e
f
g
h
i

63 ± 2
(1,600 ± 50)

N/Af

73 ± 2
(1,850 ± 50)

N/Af

Tractor should be a cab-behind-engine model, not a cab-over-engine model
It is preferable that the trailer structure be of the “semi-monocoque” type construction. It is
preferable that a sliding undercarriage (slide axles) be used to attach the trailer tandems to the
trailer frame.
It is preferable that a gasoline tank trailer with an elliptical cross section be used.
N/S- Not Specified
See section 4.2.1.2 for recommended ballasting procedures.
N/A- Not Applicable
Distance from rearmost part of trailer to center of trailer tandems.
If trailer is equipped with slide axles, they should be set at rearmost position.
Without Ballast.
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3.2

Tank Trailer Selection
Based on the review of MASH tank trailer specifications, the MwRSF research team

discussed parameters with Liquid & Bulk Tank, Inc. (LBT) to develop an FEA model of a
tank trailer similar to the LBT BKZ 5949 elliptical straight-frame structure. This tank
trailer consists of four internal, independent tanks connected with a continuous. The LBT
tank structure is shown in Figure 25.
Each component of the trailer was reviewed to classify them as critical and noncritical components. Structural components were classified as critical, this components
give structural support to the tank, and critical components are parts such as the tank shells,
bulkheads, chassis components and fifth wheel. Non-structural parts were classified as noncritical, and which would not affect the dynamic behavior of the tank during impact. Some
examples of these components are the hoses, pipes, and valves. Components that were
classified as non-critical were excluded from the modeling, because they do not have a
strong influence on the dynamics, forces, and kinematics of the trailer. Also, modeling
these components would increase model instabilities, while not improving accuracy. All
structural components, fasteners, and chassis elements were meshed and included in
contacts. Critical components were prioritized for accurate geometrical modeling,
thicknesses, behaviors, and connections. Trailer components deemed non-critical, were
non-structural parts such as hoses and clamps. Non-critical components were excluded
from the initial modeling due to complexity and effort to implement each feature. A total
of 134 unique, critical components were modeled in the tank trailer model.
A new redefined tractor-tank trailer vehicle model was created for LS-DYNA
simulation. The next section gives element descriptions for the modeled critical
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components of the tank-trailer model. Overall, the tank-trailer compartment has an
approximate length of 42-ft 5-in. (12.9 m), as shown in Figure 26. The trailer volume
capacity is about 9,500 gallons, and is divided in four compartments, each having a
capacity of 3,500, 1,000, 1,500, and 3,500, gallons, respectively, from front to rear.

Figure 25: BKZ 5949 Trailer
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Figure 26: BKZ 5949
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3.3

Model Subsystems
Critical components were defined as the parts from the tank-trailer that are

structurally essential for the analysis of impacts consistent with MASH TL-6. The trailer
components were separated into three subsystems: (1) Chassis Frame; (2) Suspension; and
(3) Tank. These components are shown in Figure 27, comprising of the baffles, bulkheads,
tank jackets, and chassis frame. These components will be described with more detailed in
the following sections. In addition, the model of the tractor which was connected to the
tank trailer is also described.

Figure 27: Tank and Chassis Components
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3.4
3.4.1

Chassis
Components Overview
The chassis frame is used to structurally support the tank, transfer load between the

trailer rear axle and the fifth wheel connection at the truck and increase flexural stability
of the trailer. The chassis system is the conjunction of several components shown in Figure
28. Components were extracted from a BKZ 4959 CAD model provided by LBT Inc.

Figure 28: Chassis
A fifth wheel pin structure is a common method of attaching heavy trailer structures
to tractors. The fifth wheel system is of great importance since it connects the tank to the
tractor. At the front of the trailer, a fifth-wheel load frame and shear pin were modeled
based on the details provided by LBT Inc. with components from fifth wheel shown in
Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Fifth Wheel Components
3.4.2

Meshing and Element Formulation
Most components from chassis system were fully integrated shell elements

(ELFORM=16). Other components (Lateral and longitudinal ribs) were defined as
Belytschko-Tsay (B-T) shell elements (ELFORM=2) because this element formulation is
more time-efficient. The respective element formulation and thickness for each component
cab be find in the tables from Appendix A. The only component that is formed of constant
stressed solid elements (ELFORM= 1) is the fifth wheel pin. The fifth wheel shear pin was
modeled with solid elements to secure to the rib, frame, and strut members of the fifth
wheel box. To facilitate meshing, the geometry of the pin was simplified from the original
model as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Pin Component
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3.4.3

Material Overview
This section describes the mechanical properties of different types of aluminum

alloys that were applied to the chassis model. Material selection was based on standard
guides for structural container specifications for road vehicles, as noted in Aluminum in
Commercial Vehicles [15]. Different types of materials are used to model the chassis
depending on their function in the model. The materials and properties used in the material
sections are shown in Table 5: Aluminum Mechanical Properties. The classification of
pieces with respect to their type of aluminum can be found in Chapter 10.
Table 5: Aluminum Mechanical Properties for Chassis Components

Material

Density
(kg/mm3)

Young's
Modulus (GPa)

Poisson
Ratio

6005A T5 Al
6060 T6 Al
42000 T6 Al

2.70(10-6)
2.71(10-6)
2.60(10-6)

69
68
70

0.33
0.33
0.33

Yield
Strength
(MPa)
250
170
220

For the chassis components, the material properties from 6060-T6 Al alloy were
used in the vehicle model. This type of aluminum is commonly used for complex crosssection and has a very good weldability.
The 42000 T6 Al material properties were designated to the components that
connect different parts to each other. Most of these components consists of bolted
connections.
Aluminum 6005A T5 material properties are designated to the L-beam components
in the model. This medium strength aluminum alloy is corrosion resistant and is used for
structural applications, typically used in truck, trailer and automotive vehicles.
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3.4.4

Connections
Researchers extensively referenced the LBT Inc. tank model to identify the best

techniques for connecting critical components in the tank model. Different connection
types were utilized based on how parts were connected in physical trailers. Welded
connections were modeled by either merging nodes of respective components, using tied
node definitions, or defining spot welds. Bolted connections were independently analyzed.
When bolt arrangements restricted part rotations and could develop moment in
connections, researchers applied nodal rigid bodies to interface components. For bolted
connections in which rotation or angular displacements could occur around a bolt, joints or
nodal constraints were used to allow relative movement between the connected parts.
Connection diagrams are shown in Appendix B to demonstrate the connections for each
component in the actual tank-trailer and the LS-DYNA model.
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For this section, the constraints in the chassis model will be explained. Updated
connection diagrams are provided to show what contact options and constraints are used
for each component. Several components were attached by constraints when the meshing
of adjacent components was conductive. Components that were welded were modeled
with spot welds. For example, in Figure 31 the tank jacket components are connected to
the longitudinal ribs by spot welds.

Figure 31: Spotweld Constraint
All components that were bolted on the chassis CAD model from LBT Inc. in the
LS-DYNA model were constrained by nodal rigid bodies (CRNB). For example, in Error!
Reference source not found. is observed how a chassis rib is attached to a chassis truss
by a CRNB in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: CRNB Constraint
In other cases, there was no need to use any type of constraints or contacts to attach
components. Since nodes could be merged without causing any type of meshing distortion
or deformation in the model. In Figure 33, the nodes from the longitudinal rib’s edge are
aligned and merged with the nodes at the lateral rib’s surface.

Figure 33: Merged Nodes
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In this section the different contacts used to attach chassis components will be
explained. The chassis ribs and frames are attached to the tank components by a
CONTACT_TIED_NODES TO SURFACE_OFFSET, by attaching the nodes of the
chassis ribs to the tank’s surface. This type of contact was used to attach every chassis rib
to tanks components as shown in Figure 34

Figure 34: Chassis Ribs Constrained to Tank Shell Using Contact Nodes to Surface
Another

type

of

contact

defined

in

the

chassis

model

was

TIED_SHELL_EDGE_TO SURFACE_OFFSET. This type of contact was used to define
the contact between the surface and the edge of the chassis frame components as shown in
Figure 35, where the edges of the chassis ribs are attached to the surface of a frame.
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Figure 35: Contact Edge to Surface Offset
Fifth wheel components are shown in Figure 36. These components are used in the
model to attach the trailer to the tractor model. The component from the trailer fifth wheel
are connected by TIED_SHELL_EDGE_TO_SURFACE contacts. The edges from the
chassis truss, support and wheel stiffener are attached to the plate’s surface.
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Figure 36: Fifth Wheel Edge to Surface Contact
3.4.5

Fifth wheel to Tractor Connection
Fifth wheel components are shown in Figure 29 this system is used in the model to

attach the trailer to the tractor model. The component from the trailer fifth wheel are
connected by TIED_SHELL_EDGE_TO_SURFACE contacts, the edges from the chassis’
truss support, and wheel stiffener are attached to the plate’s surface. The components used
to attach the fifth wheel from the trailer to the tractor are shown in Figure 37. The
constrained used to model the attachment between the fifth wheel pin and hitch was an
extra node set. The pin’s nodes from the bottom surface are attached to the hitch’s surface.
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Figure 37: Fifth Wheel Constraint
3.5
3.5.1

Suspension Modeling
Components Overview
The suspension of the trailer system was reviewed and compared to existing vehicle

and trailer models. It was observed that the TL-6 model had very similar structure to a vanbased trailer, including air ride suspension, trailing arm assembly, dual axle support, and
height. As a result, it was conducive to utilize the model of the trailer from an existing vantype (box) trailer and modify the suspension to match the geometry, connections, and
stiffness of the tank trailer vehicle. The modified TL-5 suspension system which was used
in the TL-6 tank trailer model is shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Suspension-System Components
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3.5.2

Meshing and Element Formulation
Most of the components from the suspension and wheel system are fully integrated

shell elements (ELFORM=16). The components that were a constant-stress solid element
were the suspension pivot, air bag supports and accelerometer. The rear shock absorber,
air ride spring and air ride damper were modeled with discrete elements.
3.5.3

Connections
The main components used to model the connection between the trailer and the

suspension were the chassis frame, suspension frame, bumper mounting bracket and
suspension mounting. The mountings were constrained to the frames by CRNB, as shown
in Figure 39, to represent the bolted connection.

Figure 39: Suspension to Chassis Constraints
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3.6
3.6.1

Tank Modeling
Components Overview
The tank structure consisted of an exterior elliptical aluminum skin (shell) which

was welded to tank end caps and baffles to provide intermediate lateral stiffness and control
end-to-end sloshing behaviors. These tank components were the only parts that directly
interact with the fluid. The modeled tank structure is shown in Figure 40. The tank shell
was modeled in five parts, one for each tank compartment and one for the connecting skin
between tanks. The tank shell is shown in Figure 41.

Figure 40: Tank Components
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Figure 41: Tank and Bulkheads
3.6.2

Tank Meshing
The meshing consisted of a uniform distribution where the tank’s shell components

are aligned with bulkheads and baffles. The components’ mesh was attached by merging
the nodes at the edges of the bulkheads and tank shell.
The tank’s shell components were modeled as fully integrated B-T shell elements,
which is computationally efficient due to the reduced number of integration points used.
The bulkheads were meshed to be consistent with the tank shell and utilized the same node
and element pattern on the surfaces, although the elliptical surfaces for bulkheads and
baffles varied slightly. As a result, the meshes for all bulkhead structures were consistent
throughout the tanks from front to rear. The average element edge size of the baffle and
bulkhead structures was approximately 25 mm. The bulkhead is shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: Bulkhead and Modified Baffle Mesh
It should be noted that the baffle geometries were simplified for this model. Baffles
are flow direction panels, designed to support tube bundles and direct flow of fluids, as
shown in Figure 43. Early models which included baffle openings frequently resulted in
numerical instabilities during fluid engagement with baffle edges. The baffles were
simplified for this model by using the mesh of the bulkheads and reducing the thickness of
the components to be equal to the baffle thicknesses, which reduced model complexity and
increased stability.
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Figure 43: LBT (BKZ 5949) Baffle Geometry
3.6.3

Material Overview
This section describes the mechanical properties of different types of aluminum

alloys that were applied to the tank model. Two materials and properties were used as
shown in Table 6. The classification of pieces with respect to their type of aluminum can
be found in Appendix A.
Table 6: Aluminum Mechanical Properties

Material

Density
(kg/mm3)

Young's
Modulus (GPa)

Poisson
Ratio

Yield
Strength
(MPa)

5454-O Al

2.69(10-6)

69

0.33

100

5454-H32 Al

2.69(10-6)

69

0.33

200
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The type of aluminum alloy for the baffles and bulkheads is 5454-O Al, as provided
by tank description documents from LBT Inc., this type of aluminum is commonly used in
welded structures such as pressure vessels and has a very good corrosion resistance.
Material properties were approximated based on ASTM specifications and estimated yield
and ultimate stresses.
5454-H32 Al alloy was selected to represent the material properties of the outer
shell in the model. This material has high corrosion resistance; heat treatment and
fabrication techniques can alter strength from medium to high with a high fatigue strength.
The alloy has a high strength at high temperatures (65-170 degrees Celsius) compared to
similar alloys. These characteristics are deemed as proper to contain the fluid and prevent
fluid spill out.
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3.6.4

Connections
The tank connections are composed of only the bulkhead, and the tank jacket. As

described in section 6.2, the nodes for both components need to be the aligned as shown in
Figure 44. Thus, the connection of the components was achieved through merged nodes on
the edges.

Figure 44: Bulkhead and Tank Merged Nodes
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3.7
3.7.1

Tractor Modeling
Model Overview
Tractor model was extracted from an existing TL-5 tractor-van trailer truck model,

originally developed by a research team at Battelle, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
the University of Tennessee at Knoxville and modified by Chuck Plaxico of Roadsafe,
LLC and John Reid of MwRSF. The truck model is shown in Figure 45. The rear tandem
axle was then shifted forward to accommodate the differences between the tank trailer and
van body trailer wheelbases. The tank model was attached to the original tractor at the fifth
wheel plate.

Figure 45: Tractor Model
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3.8

Model Simplifications
As discussed, some components were non-structural and likely to contribute to

simulated numerical instabilities including snag, which were unlikely to affect trailer
behavior but which could hamper the stability and accuracy of the model if these
components contributed to non-physical behaviors. These components were not modeled
during this effort. These components include the hoses, wires, gaskets, light structures,
wires, and some tubing structures. Future applications of this model could include these
components if need arises. The comparison between the BKZ 5949 model from LBT Inc.
and current LD-DYNA trailer model are denoted in Figure 46Error! Reference source
not found. through Figure 51Error! Reference source not found..
The highly detailed components are the parts of the model that have a complex
geometry, some of these components were the spigots and valves, molded components,
bolts, and taillight structures, which are shown in Figure 52Error! Reference source not
found.. The final trailer model can be observed in Figure 53Error! Reference source not
found..
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Figure 46: LBT Inc. Trailer Model Top View (Top) and LS-DYNA Model Top View
(Bottom)

Figure 47: LBT Inc. Trailer Model Bottom View (Top) and LS-DYNA Model Bottom
View (Bottom)
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Figure 48: LBT Inc. Trailer Model Right View (Top) and LS-DYNA Model Right View
(Bottom)

Figure 49: LBT Inc. Trailer Model Left View (Top) and LS-DYNA Model Left View
(Bottom)
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Figure 50: LBT Inc. Trailer Model Back View (Left) and LS-DYNA Model Back View
(Right)

Figure 51: LBT Inc. Trailer Model Front View (Left) and LS-DYNA Model Front View
(Right)
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Figure 52: Non-Critical Component with Explicit Geometry

Figure 53: Trailer (Left) and Trailer After Clean-Up (Right)
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Chapter 4

Overview of Finite Element Models Fluid

Before conducting an evaluation of simulations of the stability, forces, and
reactions of the truck-tank trailer combination vehicle impacting potential designs for TL6 barriers, researchers first evaluated potential fluid models to represent the fluid ballast in
the tank trailer. This chapter explores two computational methods that can be used to model
fluid structure interaction (FSI) in LS-DYNA. The fluid will be analyzed inside of a TL-6
trailer’s tank model with multiple compartments. Each FSI method will be discussed in
terms of: Meshing and element formulation, material overview, simulation results. The
objective of this study is to compare both methods and determine whether they are
appropriate for general fluid modeling. Parameters explored for this comparison are kinetic
energy, internal energy, and computational efficiency.
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4.1

Simulation Conditions
To test the fluid with both modeling techniques, a boundary prescribed motion was

applied to the tank’s nodes. This prescribed motion consisted of an initial velocity to the
nodes in the form v = 30 sin(t) providing a small sloshing behavior. The sinusoidal input
is shown in Figure 54 and lasted 15 ms with 1 ms time steps. The integrated position of the
tank is calculated as well and shown in Figure 55. Gravity was also added to the model.
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Figure 54: Sinusoidal Velocity Input

Figure 55: Integrated Position
4.2

Lagrangian Formulation
This method is commonly used to deal with the deformation of structural parts in

LS-DYNA. In Lagrangian formulation, nodes are connected to each other with a material
medium. As a result, the mesh follows the material. In general, this method is applied to
structural elements that have high stiffness, and low strain rate compared to fluids. To
approximate a fluid model with this method, water material properties are given to the
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Lagrangian model. For example: replacing Young’s modulus with a low bulk modulus,
and considerably low yield stress. Thus, Lagrangian is creating an incredibly fast
deformable solid as an approximation of a fluid. Since this method is not designed to have
low stiffness and high strain rates, the method possesses the least accuracy and is prone to
higher instabilities on high-speed simulations. However, in terms of computer processing,
using Lagrangian formulations is time efficient.
4.2.1

Meshing and Element Formulation
For the Lagrangian formulation, the ten fluid components consist of solid elements

with a constant stress solid element formulation (ELFORM=1). The mesh of one fluid
compartment is shown in Figure 56. The mesh size of the fluid is about 20 mm per element
and was modeled as a half-elliptical shape matching the tanks dimensions.

Figure 56: Lagrangian Fluid Meshing
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4.2.2

Material Selection
The materials consisted of the tank material and fluid material. The fluid was

simulated with the properties of water at room temperature (20°C), denoted at Table 7 the
fluid material was modeled using MAT_ELASTIC_FLUID.
Table 7. Material Properties for Water in Lagrangian Formulation

4.2.3

Property

Water

Density (kg/mm3 )

1.0E-6

Poisson’s Ratio

0.2

Bulk Modulus (GPa)

2.15

Cavitation Pressure (GPa)

1.0E20

Model Connections
The contact between the fluid and tank components is critical because contact

behavior between the tank components and the fluid can lead to instabilities.
CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_ SINGLE_SURFACE was used for the interaction between
tank shell, bulkheads, and fluid components. An illustration of the tank components with
the fluid meshes is shown in Figure 57.
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Figure 57: Fluid-Tanker Connections
4.2.4

Results and Data Analysis
Sequential images of simulation results are shown in Figure 58. Results indicated

that the fluid component completely separated from the walls of the tanks during movement
and behaved as a “sticky” body. Some sloshing occurred in the vessels. Also, no element
penetration from the fluid to the tank occurred.
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0 ms

3 ms

6 ms

9 ms
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12 ms

15 ms
Figure 58. Lagrangian Fluid Sloshing Sequential Images
To perform an energy analysis on the fluid model, the mass of each fluid was
obtained and plotted with its corresponding container location as shown in Figure 59 and
Figure 60: Container Mass Distribution
. Next, the mass distribution was ordered from lower to higher mass as shown in
Figure 61: Containers Mass Distribution Ordered
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Figure 59: Tank Container Numbering
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Figure 60: Container Mass Distribution
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Figure 61: Containers Mass Distribution Ordered
To have a comparison in between fluid models, the internal and kinetic energies of
the tank-fluid models were extracted. Internal energy of the complete system is shown in
Figure 70. This energy shows a fast increase of internal energy followed by a convergence
at 6 ms, staying around at 500 kJ. The kinetic energy is shown in Figure 63, and shows a
sudden increase followed by an oscillatory behavior matching the sinusoidal input velocity.
Since the initial input of the model was a sinusoidal behavior, the kinetic energy reaches
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the same behavior after 2 ms. these graphs will be explored the final section of this chapter
to compare both fluid computational models.

Figure 62: Internal Energy of Lagrangian Mode

Figure 63. Kinetic Energy of Lagrangian Model
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4.3

Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Formulation
The second method is denoted as a combination of the Lagrangian formulation with

a Eulerian formulation. In ALE, a structural and a fluid part are created, differing from
Lagrangian only needing one fluid part. The Lagrangian material part deals with the
deformation of an outer structural part that surrounds the Eulerian part simulating the
movement of fluid (water and/or air). With this method, the motion of the Eulerian mesh
is independent of the Lagrangian material’s mesh. This permits higher strain rates with
conventional material stiffness that increase stability and reduces mesh distortion on the
fluid. Thus, obtaining higher accuracy, but longer computational times.
4.3.1

Meshing and Element Formulation
The fluid component from the Lagrangian method was used in Arbitrary

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method. The air part was generated from the previously made
water component by copying and rotating the water elements 180° degrees to match the
tank’s jacket shell. Fluid parts consist of solid elements with 1-point ALE multi-material
element formulation (ELFORM=11). The mesh of an example ALE fluid component is
shown in
Figure 64. The mesh size of the fluid is same as the Lagrangian or about 20 mm per
element.
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Figure 64: ALE Fluid Components
To create an ALE computational model, a second component is needed in each of
the fluid components. This component called the fluid container is shown in Figure 65, and
does not represent a physical component of the actual tank-trailer, it is a component needed
for ALE implementation only. The fluid container is made of shell elements with negligible
thickness but matches some of the material properties of the tank’s shell. The location of
the container is in between the tank’s jacket and the fluid model, similar to an internal skin.
The container is given negligible thickness to prevent any physical changes the ALE
modeling could cause to compare it with the Lagrangian model. The meshing for this
container is aligned with the fluids’ surface meshing. The nodes from the fluids surface are
merged with the nodes of the container’s inner surface, to allow the fluid components to
move along with the tank components.
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Figure 65: Fluid Container within ALE Tank-Fluid Model

4.3.2

Material Selection
For ALE, material properties of water and air at room temperature (20°C) were

used as listed in Table 8. For ALE, both fluid materials are modeled using *MAT_NULL.
This computational method requires an Equation of State (EOS) to accurately simulate
material behavior of water and air. In this model, the *EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL
keyword is used but multiple EOS keywords are available. The EOS parameters are also
denoted in Table 8.
Table 8: Material Properties ALE
Material Property

Water

Air

Density (kg/mm3 )

1E-6

1.25E-9

Pressure Cutoff (GPa)

-1E-4

0.0

Viscosity Coefficient (GPa·ms)

8.9E-10

1.75E-11
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4.3.3

Equation of State

Water

Air

C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6

0

0

Internal Energy

0

0

Initial Relative Volume

1

1

Model Connections
Similar to Lagrangian modeling, the contact between the fluid and tank components

is critical. Fluid is constrained to container by constrained Lagrange in solid. This
constrained command provides the coupling mechanism for modeling FSI. The fluid
container was established as the slave part and the fluid components as the master part set.
Also, a CONTACT_TIED_NODES_TO _SURFACE was defined to establish a contact
between the nodes of the fluid container and the surface of tank components.

Figure 66: Fluid-Tanker Connections
4.3.4

Results and Data Analysis
ALE Simulation results with sequential images are shown in
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Figure 67. Results indicated that the fluid component sloshed inside tank with no
shooting nodes or warpage, and no element penetration from the fluid to the tank occurred.
It is also noted that the sloshing behavior was smoother than the Lagrangian model and
creates water waves.

0 ms

3 ms

6 ms
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9 ms

12 ms

15 ms
Figure 67: ALE Model Sequential
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To have a comparison in between fluid models, the internal and kinetic energies of
the tank-fluid models were extracted. Internal energy of the complete system is shown in
Figure 68: Internal Energy of ALE Mode

. This energy showed a constant increase throughout the entire simulation time. The
kinetic energy is shown in Figure 68, and indicated an oscillatory behavior matching the
sinusoidal input velocity. These graphs will be explored in a later chapter to compare both
fluid computational models.

Figure 68: Internal Energy of ALE Mode
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Figure 69. Kinetic Energy of ALE Model
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4.4

Fluid Models Comparisons
In this section, the previously found results will be compared, and some discussions

and recommendations will be given for future modeling of fluids with Lagrangian or ALE
methods.
4.4.1

Computational Comparisons
The model size and required CPU times for each computational method are listed

in Table 9 to illustrate the required computational effort and efficiency for solving the
model with different approaches.
Table 9: CPU-Time Comparison
Total Number
Model
Lagrangian
ALE

4.4.2

Nodes
554,082
784,394

Elements
516,994
832,074

CPU
Time
Time
Frame(ms)
(min)
15
23
15
57

No.
CPU
32
32

Results Comparisons
For this section, simulation results from both methods will be briefly discussed to

determine their efficiency for modeling fluids which will be discussed in the following
section.
Figure 70 shows the internal energy of both simulation methods. Lagrangian
converges to around 500 kJ and ALE increases linearly. The converging internal energy
for Lagrangian is attributed to the fluid not having enough time to follow the tank’s motion,
which causes the fluid to absorb less energy than the ALE model. This is also noted on
Figure 58 that there are gaps that form between the fluid and the bulkheads. Whereas these
gaps are not present in ALE modeling as
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Figure 67 shows. From this data, the Lagrangian can be seen more as “slime” rather
than a solid, which cannot deform as a fast as a normal fluid would. This causes a
“bouncing” that removes contact in between the bulkheads and the fluid. The opposite is
true for the ALE model, since the fluid has is able to highly deform in small times compared
to the Lagrangian, the ALE fluid is always in touch with the bulkheads, and the bulkheads
have the prescribed velocity in them. Thus, the energy of impact that the ALE model
absorbs is always increasing because the initial conditions never stop to impact the fluid.

Figure 70. Internal Energy for ALE and Lagrangian Simulations
In Figure 71 shows the kinetic energy of both models both methods follow a
sinusoidal kinetic energy as expected from the simulation conditions. However, total
kinetic energy is higher in Lagrangian than in ALE. This difference is attributed to the
same reason as in the internal energy behavior. The Lagrangian method does not deform
fast enough, which causes the fluid to have a semi-solid behavior during the initial velocity
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impulse. This creates the initial kinetic energy jump shown for the Lagrangian model. After
the first impulse, the prescribed velocity on the tank pushes the fluid in an “bouncing”
rather than sloshing behavior. Which maintains the higher velocity compared to that of the
ALE fluid. In the case of ALE, the fluid deforms fast enough to adapt to the volume of the
tank and can maintain contact with the bulkheads, thus the interaction of the bulkheads and
ALE fluid produces a slower velocity during the actual sloshing, which is more
representative of a fluid-like behavior. An analogy could be presented in between a ball
(solid-like Lagrangian) and balloon filled with water (more fluid-like ALE). In which it
can be easily visualized that the velocity of the initial impact of the ball will always be
higher than that of the balloon.

Figure 71. Kinetic Energy for ALE and Lagrangian Simulations
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4.4.3

Discussions and Recommendations
As it was described in the Lagrangian and ALE models, their fluid resemblance

depends on the aspect being analyzed. For the initial sinusoidal velocity given, the
following remarks are given:
In terms of visual representation, at high speeds ALE provided a more fluid-like
behavior following the tank’s movement. Whereas the Lagrangian instead showed a solidlike behavior by staying in the middle leaving some gaps in the sections where the
bulkheads moved. For this it is noted that Lagrangian fluid modeling behaves like a
“bouncing slime” rather than a true fluid. In low speeds, both models represented a proper
sloshing behavior.
At high speeds, it is noted that the water component overtakes the air component
during the simulation. This occurs because the density of air is lower than that of water.
Therefore, the air will always move away from the water during motion. Since the motion
of the tank is a shaking motion, the water always goes to the surface of the tank leaving the
air in the radial middle of the tank. Thus, not being shown on the sequential shown in
Figure 67. This is analogous to a soda bottle not showing the air (empty space)
inside it while shaking it. It is noted that during ALE simulations
For Internal Energy, as it was previously discussed, the solid-like behavior of the
Lagrangian formulation provides a converging internal energy. This is because the contact
in between the bulkheads and the Lagrangian fluid converges for high velocities, whereas
the ALE is always increasing because it is always in contact with bulkheads which are
inputting energy into the fluid.
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In the case of the kinetic energy, ALE shows a more realistic behavior than
Lagrangian because it matches the increase in velocity and follows the initial input
velocity. Lagrangian follows the initial velocity as well, but the “slime” behavior makes
the velocity of the Lagrangian component behave more of a solid during the initial impact,
which creates a non-realistic spike for fluid behavior.
After comparing both computational methods, it can be concluded that ALE offers
a more accurate modeling technique with better results than Lagrangian. However, this
modeling technique is more computationally expensive as noted in Table 9 and requires
extra modeling techniques to achieve. ALE requires special attention and considerations
on how the container is meshed. The mesh must be consistent with the fluid for
implementation. Also, for better results, it is recommended that the container also matches
the tank’s mesh. An aspect that increases ALE modeling difficulty is the Equations of State
provided. Instabilities were often found for most Equation of State types and it will be
recommended to explore others and how its parameters affect implementation into the
trailer model. Multiple combinations of ALE parameters can be explored and compared
with Lagrangian as well to determine better combinations.
In conclusions, if the complexity of the model is not high, the ALE may provide a
better overall representation. For models where complexity is high, and time is a priority,
Lagrangian offers reliable results. In cases of high-speed (relative to the fluid type),
Lagrangian starts to behave more like a “slime” rather than a true fluid, in which ALE
could become the only available option.
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Chapter 5

TL-6 Vehicle Model Validation

In this chapter the model validation done is described and discussed. This model
validation was done to verify that the data obtained from the TL-6 vehicle model can be
reliable. The angular displacements, longitudinal and lateral accelerations, and wall forces
from TL-6 vehicle model are compared to an existing full-crash test.
To validate the TL-6 vehicle model, a simulation of the Instrumented Wall test
(1988), shown in Figure 72, was done. The crash-test consisted of a tractor-tank trailer
impacting a 90-in. tall barrier at an impacting speed and angle of 54.8 mph and 16 degrees.
The instrumented wall consisted of four independent reinforced concrete wall segments
[16].

Figure 72: Vehicle before Test 2 [16]
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5.1

Dimensions and Weight
Both computational methods were implemented into TL-6 vehicle model. To be

compared with existing data from Instrumented Wall Test and determine which
computational method has a more accurate results and stability. Lagrangian fluid
components were successfully implemented into vehicle model. Unfortunately, ALE fluid
components were not implemented into vehicle model. Vehicle model was having
instabilities such as out of range forces and out of range velocities. These instabilities were
caused by the type of initial velocity used (*INITIAL_VELOCITY_GENERATION), and
material property of water (cutoff pressure). Recommendations on how to fix these
instabilities are discussed in section Chapter 7.
The parameters to be verified are the weight and dimensions of the trailer model.
From Table 1, MASH TL-6 crash test criteria, the weight of a TL-6 vehicle must be
approximately 79,366-lb (36,000 kg). Table 10, denotes the weight of the tractor-trailer,
these weights were provided by LBT Inc. The weight of the LS-DYNA vehicle model is
2,639 lb. (1,197.3 kg) lighter, because of the removed components from the original trailer.
Table 10: Vehicle Model Mass
Mass

LBT Inc.
Model

Lagrangian
Model

ALE
Model

Vehicle

12,093 kg

10,896 kg

10,896 kg

Fluid

24,195 kg

24,165 kg

24,213 kg

Total

36,288kg

35,061 kg

35,109 kg
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The barrier had sixteen rigid walls, as shown in Figure 73, created using
*RIGIDWALL_PLANAR_FINITE, were used to simulate the 16 load cells that were
placed behind four wall sections in the full-scale crash test, which were 120-in. long by 90in. Each rigid wall panel had a length of 60-in. (1524 mm) and a height of 45-in.(1130
mm). Also, a chamfer was placed above the rigid wall cells. This chamfer has a width of
1.5-in. (36 mm) and a total length of 140-ft (43 m). To validate vehicle models, a simulation
of the Instrumented Wall Test was created, to compare the results as shown in Figure 74.

Figure 73: Rigid Wall Layout
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Figure 74: Instrumented Wall Simulation
5.2

Vehicle Angular Displacement
Three of the walls were instrumented with three accelerometers arranged in a

triangular pattern on the back face of the wall segment [16]. The last wall segment, at the
furthest upstream, was instrumented with one accelerometer at the c.g. of the wall. For the
rigid wall model, *DATABASE_RWFORCE key is used to record the forces on the rigid
walls. Similarly, to the Instrumented wall test data, a 50 ms moving average was applied
to the obtained wall forces.
The instrumented wall vehicle was equipped with four accelerometers located at
the rear tandem of the tractor, at the front of the tractor in front of the trailer and two placed
at the trailer. For the TL-6 vehicle accelerometers were located at the c.g. of the tractor, at
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the rear tandem of the tractor and the rear tandem of the trailer. From the accelerometers,
the accelerations and rotational velocities at x, y, and z-axis were extracted. This set of data
was processed to obtain the angular displacements (roll, yaw, and pitch), and accelerations
(lateral, and longitudinal).
Angular displacements were recorded in the full-scale crash test at the center of
gravity of the tractor. The angular displacements were compared between the simulation
and full-scale crash test as shown in Figure 75. The pitch for the simulation was minimal
but the pitch for the instrumented wall was considerably higher. This could be attributed to
different suspension parameters in between the instrumented wall test and the tank-trailer
simulation. The yaw from both the simulation and test followed the same trend, with the
simulation having higher magnitudes after approximately 0.75 sec. Finally, the roll was
very similar for the first 0.275 sec, but then diverged afterward. This is attributed to the
different geometry of the full-crash test vehicle and the simulation. With the first being a
circular tank, and the second being an elliptical cylinder. Furthermore, the baffles inside of
the tanks were different, with the crash test vehicle having plane baffles, and the simulation
having concavities. The initial roll being similar between the simulation and the test
indicated correlation, in which the factors previously mentioned affected the results after
impact.
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Figure 75: Angular Displacement Comparison
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5.3

Accelerations
The accelerations were extracted from the tractor’s accelerometer and compared to

the accelerometer data from Instrumented Wall crash test, located at the tractor’s c.g. The
extracted accelerations were filtered using a 0.05 sec moving average. The extracted
accelerations are shown in Figure 76 and Figure 77.

Figure 76: Lateral Acceleration
Lateral acceleration traces for the test and the simulation were similar. For both
cases, the first major peak indicated the time that the tractor impacted the barrier, and the
second major peak indicated the tractor’s rear tandem wheels into the barrier. As well, the
front of the tank trailer also struck the barrier at approximately the same time. The main
difference was encountered in the time for the tank to hit the barrier after the tractor hit.
For the case of the Instrumented Wall test, the tank tail-hit into the barrier took
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approximately 0.04 sec longer than the simulation impact. However, this difference could
be attributed to differences in tank’s geometry as in the previous section. The largest 0.05
sec average in the Instrumented Wall test was reported as 12.3 g as compared to 8.7 g in
the simulation. Overall, the general trend of the two tests was similar, but the magnitude
and timing were shifted.
The longitudinal accelerations, from the tractor’s c.g., were also obtained for both
the test and the simulation as shown in Figure 77. This graph shows similar trends to that
of the lateral acceleration. Increased accelerations during the tractor and front trailer impact
occurred in the full-scale test versus the simulation. The largest 0.05 sec average in the fullscale test was 2.1 g versus 1.0 g in the simulation data.

Figure 77: Longitudinal Acceleration
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5.4

Barrier Forces
The wall forces were extract from the rigidwalls. A 0.05 sec average was applied

in the processed data to, as shown in Figure 78, to match the filtering performed on the
Instrumented Wall test data. The forces from rigidwalls are summed, to obtain the total
loading. Four peaks are observed in the graph, these loadings represent are the first impact
from the tractor, trailer’s front, and trailer’s tandem.

Figure 78: Wall Forces 90-in. barrier
The total forces from Phase I, Phase II, and Instrumented wall are graphed in Figure
79. The most important aspect was the magnitude of the load being imparted onto the
barrier. The first peak load in the Instrumented Wall test was 91 kips as compared to 104
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kips in the simulation from Phase I and 87 kips in simulation from Phase II. The second
peak loadings were 212 kips, 149 kips and 153 kips for the Instrumented Wall, Phase I and
Phase simulations, respectively. Lastly, the largest expected load, the rear tandem, exerted
408 kips in the Instrumented Wall test and 160 kips in Phase I simulation and 301 kips in
Phase II simulation.

Figure 79: Total Wall Forces
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Chapter 6
6.1

Evaluation of Optimized Barrier Height

Minimum Barrier Height Study
A barrier study was done to determine which barrier height meets the safety

standards for MASH TL-5 and TL-6. The accelerations, rotational velocities, and wall
forces were extracted and analyzed. Barrier heights ranged from 50-in. to 90-in. with 5-in.
increments.

The

barrier

had

sixteen

rigid

walls

created

using

*RIGIDWALL_PLANAR_FINITE to simulate the 16 load cells that were placed behind
four wall sections in the full-scale crash test, which were 120-in. long by 90-in. tall. Each
simulated wall was 60-in. long and 45-in. tall, model layout can be observed in Figure 80.
In total 10 simulations of MASH TL-5 vehicle model impacting different barrier heights
at 50 mph and an angle of 15 degrees were done. Sequential photographs of four different
heights, 50, 62, 70, and 90 in. are shown in
Figure 82 through
Figure 84, respectively, as example results of short, moderate, and tall barriers. The
extracted x, y, and z rotational velocities data was used to calculate the Euler roll, pitch,
and yaw. The normal forces from the 17 rigid walls were extracted, a 50-ms average was
applied.
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Figure 80: Rigid Wall Model
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Figure 81: 50-in. Tall Barrier Sequential
Images
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Figure 82: 62-in. Tall Barrier Sequential
Images
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Figure 83: 70-in. Tall Barrier Sequential
Images
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Figure 84: 90-in. Tall Barrier Sequential
Images
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6.2

Barrier Height Study Roll
The x, y, and z-accelerations and rotational velocities were measured from the rear

tandem of the trailer. These data sets were exported from each barrier height simulation
and processed to obtain the Euler roll angles. The results are shown in Figure 85. Barriers
with a height of 50-in. to 90-in. have a similar rolling behavior from the beginning until
reaching 0.3 sec. It is denoted at 0.9 sec the highest rolling angle happens in all barrier
heights. During that frame of time, it can be concluded that as the height of barrier
increases, the lower roll over generated in the trailer.

Figure 85: Euler Roll Study
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The maximum trailer roll for each barrier height is shown in Figure 86.The
maximum roll change between the 65-and 75-in. tall barriers was a substantial decrease of
11.92 degrees. Similarly, to previous graph, it is denoted that the maximum roll angle
decreases as the barrier height increases. The difference in maximum rolling for barrier
heights from 80- to 90-in. is minimum, compared to other barrier heights.

Figure 86: Barrier Height Study Maximum Roll Angle
To illustrate the changes in maximum roll, the instant of maximum roll for barrier
heights of 50- to 90-in. is shown in Figure 87 through Figure 96, with the time noted in
seconds. From the roll of the simulated vehicle, a minimum barrier height of 70 in. is
recommended due to the large decrease in roll from 65 to 70 in., the magnitude of the
maximum roll (13 deg.), and the general shape of the roll vs. time graph. This initial
recommendation was somewhat conservative due to the limitations of the model.
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Figure 87: 50-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling
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Figure 88: 55-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling

Figure 89: 60-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling
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Figure 90: 62-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling

Figure 91: 65-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling
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Figure 92: 70-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling

Figure 93: 75-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling
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Figure 94: 80-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling

Figure 95: 85-in. Barrier Maximum Rolling
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Figure 96: 90-in. Barrier Height Maximum Roll
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6.3

Zone of intrusion
The zone of intrusion is the region measured vertically and laterally from a face of

a barrier system where a vehicle impacted to the farthest point of the vehicle behind the
barrier. A schematic of TL-6 vehicle zone of intrusion is shown in Figure 97. To estimate
the minimum barrier TL-6 height the location of the point of maximum lateral overhang of
the trailer, both laterally and vertically, was identified. This study provided an indication
of the risk that an impacting truck tank-trailer combination vehicle would impose on
structures located behind the front face of the barrier. The data was extracted from the
following simulated barrier heights: 50, 55, 60, 62, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85 and 90 in., which will
be discussed in this section.

Figure 97: Schematic Zone of Intrusion Measurement
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The lateral intrusion is the distance from the front face of the barrier to the farthest
edge of the tank. The lateral intrusion for each barrier height is denoted in Figure 98. From
the graph is observed that the taller barrier heights experienced less lateral intrusion. The
change in lateral intrusion is larger for barrier heights ranging from 65 to 70 in.

Figure 98: Lateral Intrusion vs. Barrier Height
Vertical Intrusion is shown Figure 99, to illustrate the vertical height from the
ground to the top of the barrier and the distance from barrier’s top to the farthest extent of
the tank behind the rigid wall. From the bar graph is observed that as the barrier height
increases, the vertical intrusion increases. 70-in. tall barrier reaches the highest vertical
intrusion, 100-in. After passing 70-in. height, the difference in vertical intrusion remains
minimum.
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Figure 99: Barrier Height and Vertical Intrusion
Next, the vertical position above ground vs. the lateral position behind the front
face was plotted, as shown in Figure 100. For 50 and 55-in. barrier heights resulted in
higher lateral displacement for tank in addition to reduced heights at the point of maximum
extension. The lateral intrusion decreased as the barrier height increased. Barrier with
heights of 60, 62 and 65-in. showed a low lateral and vertical intrusion, denoting more
stability in the model compared to other barrier heights. Barrier heights of 70, 75 and 80
in. showed a low lateral intrusion. Depending on the site conditions where a TL-6 barrier
would be installed, larger lateral offsets from critical structures such as bridge piers could
result in reduced structural stiffness requirements for those piers.
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Figure 100: Vertical and Lateral Intrusion
As mentioned in section 6.2, the lateral intrusion data at the maximum rolling angle
in the trailer was extracted from the model. In Figure 101 is denoted that as the barrier
height increases, the maximum roll and lateral intrusion decreases. The lateral intrusion
and maximum rolling remain higher for 50, 55 and 60-in tall barrier. 62 and 65-in. tall
barrier have a similar roll angle, but 62-in. barrier has a slightly larger lateral intrusion. The
rolling and lateral intrusion for 70-in. tall barrier decreased significantly, compared to other
barrier heights. The rolling and lateral intrusion for 80, 85 and 90-in. barriers are the lowest
and have similar values.
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Figure 101: Maximum Roll vs. Lateral Intrusion
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6.4

Barrier Height Forces
The forces exerted onto the barrier from the truck during impact were extracted and

filtered with a 50 ms average from the barrier rigid walls. The forces from each rigid wall
were added, the total forces for each barrier height were plotted to compare. The total forces
exerted on the barrier for barrier heights from 50-to 90-in. at 5-in. height intervals. As
shown in Figure 102, the impact forces had a similar behavior for barrier heights from 50
in. to 90 in. but distinct forces. The first impact happened at 0.08 sec, when tractor impacted
rigid wall number 8. From 0.08 sec to 0.4 sec only the tractor impacted the rigid wall. Then,
from 0.6 sec the trailer’s back started impacting the barrier, at that time the highest exerted
forces in barrier were developed.

Figure 102: Barrier Forces
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The maximum force vs. barrier height is shown in Figure 103. The impact forces
increased as the barrier height increased, although the forces remained relatively constant
up to 60 in. barrier height. Barriers with a height of 50 to 60-in. cause the lowest impact
force on the barrier and showed considerably similar peak loadings. When the barrier
height increases from 60-in. to 62-in. the maximum impact force increased abruptly. The
90-in. tall barrier had the largest maximum force.

Figure 103: Peak Forces
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6.4.1

Barrier Forces Every 5-ft Section
The wall forces at every 5-ft section of the barrier are plotted from Figure 104

through
Figure 107. In
Figure 104 is observed that the first loading is generated at walls 7 and 8, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts with a loading
of 76 kips. At approximately 0.18 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7 and 8, with a loading
of 69 kips. From 0.18 sec to 0.55 sec the trailer’s front has contact with the barrier as it
impacts. At 0.66 sec the tank’s back impacts walls 7 and 8 with a force of 62 kips. Also
trailers had contact with walls 5, 6, 9, and 10 until reaching 0.8 sec. It can be observed that
walls 7 and 8 received the largest loading.

Figure 104: 50-in. Barrier Force 5-ft Section
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In Figure 105 is observed that the first loading is generated at walls 7 and 8, when
the tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts with a
loading of 78 kips. At approximately 0.18 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7 and 8, with
a loading of 80kips. From 0.18 sec to 0.55 sec the trailer’s front has contact with the barrier
as it impacts. At 0.66 sec the tank’s back impacts walls 7 and 8 with a force of 40 kips.
Also trailers had contact with walls 5, 6 and the chamfer until reaching 0.8 sec. It can be
observed that walls 7 and 8 received the largest loading at the begging of the simulations
(0 sec to 0.3 sec). At the end of the simulation, when trailer’s back impacts, the chamfer
received the largest loading of 99 kips.

Figure 105: 62-in. Barrier Force 5-ft Section
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Figure 106 is observed that the first loading is generated at walls 7 and 8, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts with a loading
of 81 kips. At approximately 0.18 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7 and 8, with a loading
of 82 kips. From 0.18 sec to 0.55 sec the trailer’s front has contact with the barrier as it
impacts. At 0.66 sec the tank’s side impacts walls 3 and 4 with a force of 22 kips. Also
trailers had contact with walls 5-8, and the chamfer until reaching 0.8 sec. Walls 5 and 6
received a loading of 75 kips. It can be observed that walls 7 and 8 received the largest
loading at the begging of the simulations (0 sec to 0.3 sec). At the end of the simulation,
when trailer’s back impacts, the chamfer received the largest loading of 112 kips.
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Figure 106: 70-in. Barrier Forces 5-ft Section
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In

Figure 107 is observed that the first loading is generated at walls 7-8, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a loading
of 78 kips. At approximately 0.18 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7-8, and reaches a
loading of 112 kips at 0.23 sec. From simulation results, 0.18 sec to 0.55 sec corresponds
to the trailer’s front impacting with the barrier. At 0.58 sec the tank’s side starts impacting
walls 3-4, and reaches a force of 58 kips at 0.63 sec. Also, from 0.58 sec to 0.7 sec, tank
started contact with the chamfer and walls 5 through 14. In which, walls 5 and 6 received
the largest loading, 75 kips. At 0.68 sec the tank’s tail impacts into walls 7 through 12
generating a loading of 76 kips for walls 7-8, 21 kips for walls 9-10, and 4 kips for walls
11-12.
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Figure 107: 90-in. Barrier Forces 5-ft Section
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To obtain the maximum force at every 5-ft section, the loading at the chanfer was
added into every wall section. Only the maximum loading at every wall section was plotted
in Figure 108. In the graph four peaks con be denoted. The first is when the tractor impacts
the barrier, all barrier heights had a similar loading. The second peak was generated by the
trailer’s front impacting the barrier at about 0.2 sec. The maximum loading at the second
peak is ahcived at arounf 0.25 sec, the loading at that moment remains similar for barriers
50-65 in. the loading fro barriers 70-90 in. varies. The trailers’s front had contact with the
barrier until reaching 0.6 sec. From 0.6 sec to 0.7 sec the trailer’s side had contact with the
barrier, loading in different walls. At 0.7 sec the tank’s back immpacted the barrier, at
abput 0.75 sec the trailer’s back generate it’s peak loading.

Figure 108: Barrier Height Maximum Force 5-ft Section
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The maximum force vs. barrier height is shown in Figure 109. Overall, in the graph
can be observed that as the barrier height increases the maximum loading increases, except
for some barrier heights: 70, 80, 85, and 90. Barriers with a height of 50 to 60-in. cause the
lowest impact force on the barrier and showed considerably similar peak loadings. When
the barrier height increases from 60-in. to 62-in. the maximum impact force increased
abruptly. The 75-in. tall barrier had the largest maximum force.

Figure 109: Maximum Force 5-ft Section
From this analysis was observed that as the barrier height increases, the barrier
forces increases. At barrier heights of 50, 55, and 60-in. is observed that the peak force is
lower. This happened because at those barrier heights only the chassis and tires had contact
with the rigid walls. This indicates that less weight from the TL-6 vehicle is being applied
into the barrier. In the simulations was observed that at 70-in. height, the barrier starts to
have contact with the tank, during the trailer’s front face impact. In Figure 108 is observed
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that at 0.25 sec, the 70-in. tall barrier received higher loading than lower-height barriers.
In Figure 109 is observed that the 62-in. tall barrier maximum load drastically increased,
this happened because on that barrier height the tank leans over the chamfer and that causes
the barrier to receive more loading from the vehicle. For this analysis can be concluded
that any barrier height lower than 70-in. will be a good optimal as a minimum barrier
height.
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6.4.2

Barrier Forces Every 10-ft Section
In Figure 110 is observed that the first loading is generated at walls 7-10, when the

tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a loading
of 85 kips. At approximately 0.19 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7-10, and reaches a
loading of 75 kips at 0.23 sec. From simulation results, 0.18 sec to 0.6 sec corresponds to
the trailer’s front impacting and contacting with the barrier. At 0.65 sec the tank’s side
starts impacting walls 3-6, and reaches a force of 22 kips at 0.68 sec. Also, from 0.65 sec
to 0.8 sec, tank started contact with the chamfer and walls 5 through 14. In which, walls 58 received the largest loading of 82 kips, and the remaining walls have smaller loadings of
about 22 kips.

Figure 110: 50-in. Barrier Force 10-ft Section
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In Figure 111is observed that the first loading is generated at walls 7-10, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a loading
of 88 kips. At approximately 0.18 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 5-10, and reaches a
loading of 88 kips (walls 7-10) and 98 kips (walls 5-8) at 0.23 sec. From simulation results,
0.25 sec to 0.6 sec corresponds to the trailer’s frontside impacting and contacting with the
barrier. At 0.6 sec the tank’s backside starts impacting walls 7-10, and reaches a force of
41 kips at 0.68 sec. Also, from 0.6 sec to 0.7 sec, tank started to contact with the walls 3
through 10. In which, walls 3-6 received a loading of 64 kips, walls 5-8 had 103 kips and
walls 7-10 had a load of 42 kips. Lastly, most of the impact of the trailer’s tail was received
by the chamfer with a maximum loading of 99 kips.

Figure 111: 62-in. Barrier Force 10-ft Section
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In Figure 112 is observed that the first loading is generated at walls 7-10, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a loading
of 90 kips. At approximately 0.20 sec the trailer’s front starts impacting walls 7-10 and 58, and reaching loadings of 92 kips and 102 kips, respectively at 0.25 sec. From simulation
results, 0.27 sec to 0.60 sec corresponds to the trailer’s frontside contacting with the barrier.
At 0.6 sec the tank’s backside starts impacting walls 3-6 and 5-8, reaching a force of about
92 kips at 0.65 sec. Also, from 0.6 sec to 0.9 sec, tank started contact with the chamfer and
walls 3 through 14. In which the chamfer received the largest loading of 111 kips. At 0.70
sec the tank’s tail impacts into walls 5 through 16 generating a loading of 50 kips for walls
7-10, 41 kips for walls 5-8, and 44 kips for walls 13-16.

Figure 112: 70-in. Barrier Force 10-ft Section
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In
Figure 113 is observed that the first loading is generated at walls 7-10, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a loading
of 90 kips. At approximately 0.17 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 5-8 and 7-10, and
reaches a loading of 128 kips at 0.23 sec. From simulation results, 0.3 sec to 0.55 sec
corresponds to the trailer’s front contacting with the barrier. At 0.60 sec the tank’s side
starts impacting walls 3 through 16, and reach forces of 18 kips (walls 13-16), 38 kips
(walls 11-14), 52 kips (walls 9-12), 58 kips (walls 7-10), 102 kips (walls 5-8), and 132 kips
(walls 3-6) at 0.64 sec. Also, from 0.6 sec to 0.9 sec, tank started contact with the chamfer
having a load of 61 kips. At 0.68 sec the tank’s tail impacts into walls 5 through 12
generating a loading of 76 kips for walls 5-8, 97 kips for walls 7-10, and 25 kips for walls
9-12.

Figure 113: 90-in. Barrier Force 10-ft Section
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To obtain the maximum force at every 10-ft section, the loading at the chanfer was
added into every wall section. Only the maximum loading at every wall section was plotted
in
Figure 114. In the graph four peaks con be denoted. The first is when the tractor
impacts the barrier, all barrier heights had a similar loading. The second peak was generated
by the trailer’s front impacting the barrier at about 0.2 sec. The maximum loading at the
second peak is ahcived at arounf 0.25 sec, the loading at that moment remains similar for
barriers 50-65 in. the loading for barriers 70-90 in. It can be observe dthat 80 and 85 barrier
heights achieved a larger loading than the 90-in tall baerrier. The trailers’s front had contact
with the barrier until reaching 0.6 sec. From 0.6 sec to 0.7 sec the trailer’s side had contact
with the barrier, loading in different walls. At 0.7 sec the tank’s back immpacted the
barrier, at abput 0.75 sec the trailer’s back generate it’s peak loading.
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Figure 114: Maximum Force 10-ft Section
The maximum force vs. barrier height is shown in Figure 115. Overall, in the graph
can be observed that as the barrier height increases the maximum loading increases, except
for some barrier heights: 70, 85, and 90. Barriers with a height of 50 to 60-in. cause the
lowest impact force on the barrier and showed considerably similar peak loadings. When
the barrier height increases from 60-in. to 62-in. the maximum impact force increased
abruptly. The 80-in. tall barrier had the largest maximum force.

Figure 115: Maximum Force 10-ft Section
From this analysis, similarly as the 5-ft section, was observed that as the barrier
height increases, the barrier forces increases. At barrier heights of 50, 55, and 60-in. is
observed that the peak force is lower. This happened because at those barrier heights only
the chassis and tires had contact with the rigid walls. This indicates that less weight from
the TL-6 vehicle is being applied into the barrier. In the simulations was observed that at
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70-in. height, the barrier starts to have contact with the tank, during the trailer’s front face
impact. In Figure 114 is observed that at 0.25 sec, the 70-in. tall barrier received higher
loading than lower-height barriers. In Figure 115 is observed that the 62-in. tall barrier
maximum load suddenly increased, this happened because on that barrier height the tank
leans over the chamfer and that causes the barrier to receive more loading from the vehicle.
For this analysis can be concluded that any barrier height lower than 70-in. will be a good
optimal as a minimum barrier height.
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6.5

Barrier Moments
The total moment generated by the vehicle impact at the foundation of the barrier

was calculated by adding the moments generated by forces exerted on the lower rigid walls
(by the wheels) and upper rigid walls (by the truck body and tank shell). These forces are
multiplied by their respective heights, from the point of reference to where the force is
being applied.
Mo = ∑ FT ∙ hb + ∑ FW ∙ hw (1)

Figure 116: Moment Free Body Diagram
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The results from using equation Mo = ∑ FT ∙ hb + ∑ FW ∙ hw (1) in each barrier
height simulation are plotted in Figure 117. From the figure, it was noticed how the moment
experienced by the rigid walls is described in three parts. The first part reflects the impact
of the tractor, occurring between 0 ms and 0.2 sec. The second part is the impact of the
trailer’s tank front end into the wall, starting at about 0.25 sec and stopping at 0.4 sec. The
third part is the impact of the trailer’s tank rear into the wall, in between 0.65 sec and 0.85
sec. On the first part of the graph, the moments show that as the barrier height increases,
the moment increases. This is because the distance from the reference point to the barrier
top increases. On the second part of the graph, the moment follows a similar trend, in which
as the barrier height increases, the moment increased. On the third part of the graph, the
moment followed a similar trend, in which as the barrier height increased, the moment
increased.
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Figure 117: Total Barrier Moment Comparison
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The moment generated by the exerted force into the barrier is shown Figure 118. In
the graph is observed that the moment generally increased as the barrier height increased.
This happened because the distance from the foundation to the loading point on the trailer,
which corresponded to the maximum lateral load in the model, increased. For 50, 55 and
60 in. tall barriers. First the vehicle impacts the barrier with chassis components and then
the tank rode on the top surface of the barrier. When vehicle model impacts 62-in. tall
barrier, the moment increases. This happens because at that height the trailer impacts the
barrier, which caused a larger loading. After impacting 62-in. tall barrier, the moment for
65 and 70- in. tall barrier remains similar. After increases the barrier height from 70-in.,
the barrier moment increases as the barrier height increases.

Figure 118: Barrier Height Max. Total Moment
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6.5.1

Barrier Moment Every 5-ft Section
In this section the moment at every 5-ft for the 50, 62, 70, and 90 in, tall barriers

are evaluated. The moment at every 5-ft section is plotted from
Figure 119 through Figure 122. In
Figure 119 is observed that the first moment is generated at walls 7-8, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a moment
of 160 kips-ft. At approximately 0.19 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7-8, and reaches
a moment of 175 kips at 0.23 sec. From simulation results, 0.18 sec to 0.55 sec corresponds
to the trailer’s front impacting with the barrier. At 0.65 sec the tank’s side starts impacting
walls 7-8, and reaches a moment of 260 kips-ft at 0.73 sec. Also, from 0.65 sec to 0.8 sec,
tank started contact with the chamfer and walls 5 through 14. In which, walls 5-6 had a
moment of 90 kips-ft and walls 9-10 had a moment of 60 kips-ft. At 0.78 sec the tank’s tail
impacts into walls 9-10 and the chamfer reaching loads of about 65 kips-ft for both.
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Figure 119: 50-in. Barrier Moment 5-ft Section
In Figure 120 is observed that the first moment is generated at walls 7-8, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a moment
of 145 kips-ft. At approximately 0.19 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7-8, and reaches
a loading of 220 kips-ft at 0.24 sec. From simulation results, 0.24 sec to 0.64 sec
corresponds to the trailer’s front impacting with the barrier. At 0.64 sec the tank’s side
starts impacting walls 3-6, and reaches a moment of 155 kips-ft and 255 kips-ft at 0.67 sec.
Also, from 0.7 sec to 0.85 sec, tank started contact with the chamfer and walls 5 through
14. In which, walls 7-8 received a moment of 155 kips-ft, along with the chamfer receiving
the largest moment of 510 kips-ft.
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Figure 120:62-in. Barrier Moment 5-ft Section

In Figure 121 is observed that the first moment is generated at walls 7-8, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a moment
of 150 kips-ft. At approximately 0.19 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7-8, and reaches
a loading of 200 kips-ft at 0.23 sec. From simulation results, 0.24 sec to 0.61 sec
corresponds to the trailer’s front impacting with the barrier. At 0.64 sec the tank’s side
starts impacting walls 3-6, and reaches a moment of 90 kips-ft and 200 kips-ft at about 0.67
sec. Also, from 0.7 sec to 0.90 sec, tank started contact with the chamfer and walls 5
through 14. In which the chamfer received the largest moment of 650 kips-ft.
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Figure 121: 70-in. Barrier Moment 5-ft Section
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In Figure 122 is observed that the first moment is generated at walls 7-8, when the
tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a moment
of 150 kips-ft. At approximately 0.18 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 7-8, and reaches
a loading of 490 kips-ft at 0.24 sec. From simulation results, 0.2 sec to 0.6 sec corresponds
to the trailer’s front impacting with the barrier. At 0.6 sec the tank’s side starts impacting
walls 3-4 with 250 kips-ft, 5-6 with 320 kips-ft,11-12 with 180 kips-ft and 13-14 with 95
kips-ft at 0.62 sec. Also, from 0.65 sec to 0.8 sec, tank’ started contact with the chamfer
and walls 7 through 10. In which, walls 7-8 received a moment of 500 kips-ft, walls 9-10
with 150 ft-kips and the chamfer receiving the largest moment of 460 kips-ft.

Figure 122: 90-in. Barrier Moment 5-ft Section
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To obtain the maximum barrier moment at every 5-ft section, themoment generated
at the chanfer was added into every wall section. Only the maximum moment at every wall
section was plotted in Figure 123

Figure 123: Maximum Moment 5-ft Section
. In the graph four peaks con be denoted. The first is when the tractor impacts the
barrier, all barrier heights had a similar moment. The second peak was generated by the
trailer’s front impacting the barrier at about 0.2 sec. The maximum moment at the second
peak is ahcived at arounf 0.25 sec, the moment remains similar for barriers 50-65 in. the
loading fro barriers 70-90 in. varies. The trailers’s front had contact with the barrier until
reaching 0.6 sec. From 0.6 sec to 0.7 sec the trailer’s side had contact with the barrier,
generating moments in different walls. At 0.7 sec the tank’s back immpacted the barrier,
at about 0.75 sec.
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Figure 123: Maximum Moment 5-ft Section
The maximum moment vs. barrier height is shown in Figure 124. Overall, in the
graph can be observed that as the barrier height increases the maximum moment increases,
except for some barrier heights: 70, 85, and 90. Barriers with a height of 50 to 55-in. cause
the lowest moment on the barrier and showed considerably similar moments. When the
barrier height increases from 60-in. to 62-in. the maximum moment increased abruptly.
The 80-in. tall barrier had the largest maximum moment.
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Figure 124: Maximum Moment 5-ft Section
From this analysis, similarly as the 5-ft section, was observed that as the barrier
height increases, the barrier moment increases. At barrier heights of 50, and 55-in. is
observed that the peak moment is lower. This happened because at those barrier heights
only the chassis and tires had contact with the rigid walls. This indicates that less weight
from the TL-6 vehicle is being applied into the barrier, which means that less moment is
generated. In the simulations was observed that at 70-in. height, the barrier starts to have
contact with the tank, during the trailer’s front face impact. In Figure 123 is observed that
at 0.25 sec, the 70-in. tall barrier generated a higher moment than lower-height barriers. In
Figure 124 is observed that the 60-in. and 62-in. tall barriers maximum moment suddenly
increased, this happened because on that barrier height the tank leans over the chamfer and
that causes the barrier to receive more loading from the vehicle. For this analysis can be
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concluded that any barrier height lower than 70-in. will be a good optimal as a minimum
barrier height.
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6.5.2

Barrier Moment Every 10-ft Section
In Figure 125 is observed that the first moment is generated at walls 7-10 and 5-8,

when the tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with
moments of 190 and 5-8 kips-ft, respectively. At approximately 0.15 sec the trailer’s front
impact walls 5 through 10, reaching a moment of 230 kips-ft (walls 5-8), and a moment of
190 kips (7-10)-ft at 0.24 sec. From simulation results, 0.24 sec to 0.64 sec corresponds to
the trailer’s front impacting with the barrier. At 0.65 sec the tank’s side starts impacting
walls 3 through 10, reaching moments of 90 kips-ft (walls 3-6), 320 kips-ft (walls 7-10)
and 340 kips-ft (walls 5-8). Also, from 0.7 sec to 0.85 sec, tank started contact with the
chamfer having 70 kips-ft and walls 13-16 with moment of 75 kips-ft.

Figure 125:50-in. Barrier Moment 10-ft Section
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In Figure 126 is observed that the first moment is generated at walls 5-8 and 7-10,
when the tractor impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with
a moment of 145 kips-ft and 155 kips-ft. At approximately 0.19 sec the trailer’s front
impact walls 5-8 and 7-10, and reaches 220 kips-ft and 250 kips-ft at 0.24 sec. From
simulation results, 0.24 sec to 0.64 sec corresponds to the trailer’s front impacting with the
barrier. At 0.64 sec the tank’s side starts impacting walls 3-6, and reaches a moment of 155
kips-ft and 255 kips-ft at 0.67 sec. Also, from 0.7 sec to 0.85 sec, tank started contact with
the chamfer and walls 5 through 14. In which, walls 7-8 received a moment of 155 kips-ft,
along with the chamfer receiving the largest moment of 510 kips-ft.

Figure 126: 62-in. Barrier Moment 10-ft Section
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In Figure 127 the first moment is generated at walls 5-8 and 7-10, when the tractor
impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a loading of 145
kips-ft. At approximately 0.20 sec the trailer’s front impact walls 5 through 10, and reaches
a loading of about 230 kips-ft at 0.24 sec. From simulation results, 0.24 sec to 0.64 sec
corresponds to the trailer’s front impacting with the barrier. At 0.64 sec the tank’s side
starts impacting walls 3-6 and 5-8, and reaches a moment of 260 kips-ft and 270 kips-ft,
respectively at 0.66 sec. Also, from 0.7 sec to 0.90 sec, tank started contact with the
chamfer and walls 7 through 14. In which, walls 5-8 received a moment of 230 kips-ft,
walls 7-10 had 300 kips-ft, walls 9-12 with 260 kips-ft, and the chamfer receiving the
largest moment of 650 kips-ft.

Figure 127: 70-in. Barrier Moment 10-ft Section
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In Figure 128 the first moment is generated at walls 5-8 and 7-10, when the tractor
impacted the barrier, at 20-ft upstream from where the barrier starts, with a loading of 145
kips-ft and 175 kips-ft, respectively. At approximately 0.18 sec the trailer’s front impact
walls 5 through 10, and reaches a loading of about 510 kips-ft (walls 5-8) and 550 kips-ft
(walls 7-10) at 0.24 sec. From simulation results, 0.26 sec to 0.58 sec corresponds to the
trailer’s front impacting with the barrier. At 0.62 sec the tank’s side starts impacting walls
3 through 16 and at about .66 sec, the following peaks are found: 560 kips-ft (walls 3-6),
530 kips-ft (walls 5-8), 430 kips-ft (walls 7-10), 400 kips-ft (walls 9-12), 280 kips-ft (walls
11-14), 250 kips-ft (walls 1-4), 130 kips-ft (walls 13-16), and chamfer with 450 kips-ft.
Also, from 0.7 sec to 0.9 sec, tanks tails started contacting walls 5 through 12. In which,
walls 5-8 had of 500 kips-ft, walls 7-10 had 640 kips-ft, and walls 9-12 had 180 kips-ft.

Figure 128: 90-in. Barrier Moment 10-ft Section
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To obtain the maximum barrier moment at every 10-ft section, themoment
generated at the chanfer was added into every wall section. Only the maximum moment at
every wall section was plotted in Figure 129. In the graph four peaks con be denoted. The
first is when the tractor impacts the barrier, all barrier heights had a similar moment. The
second peak was generated by the trailer’s front impacting the barrier at about 0.2 sec. The
maximum moment at the second peak is ahcived at arounf 0.25 sec, the moment remains
similar for barriers 50-65 in. the loading fro barriers 70-90 in. varies. The trailers’s front
had contact with the barrier until reaching 0.6 sec. From 0.6 sec to 0.7 sec the trailer’s side
had contact with the barrier, generating moments in different walls. At 0.7 sec the tank’s
back immpacted the barrier, at about 0.75 sec.

Figure 129: Maximum Moment 10-ft Section
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The maximum moment vs. barrier height is shown in Figure 130. Overall, in the
graph can be observed that as the barrier height increases the maximum loading increases,
except for some barrier heights: 70, 85, and 90. Barriers with a height of 50 to 60-in. cause
the lowest impact force on the barrier and showed considerably similar moments. When
the barrier height increases from 60-in. to 62-in. the maximum impact force increased
abruptly. The 80-in. tall barrier had the largest maximum force.

Figure 130: Maximum Moment 10-ft Section
From this analysis, similarly as the 5-ft section, was observed that as the barrier
height increases, the barrier moment increases. At barrier heights of 50 to 60-in. is observed
that the peak moment is lower. This happened because at those barrier heights only the
chassis and tires had contact with the rigid walls. This indicates that less weight from the
TL-6 vehicle is being applied into the barrier, which means that less moment is generated.
In the simulations was observed that at 70-in. height, the barrier starts to have contact with
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the tank, during the trailer’s front face impact. In Figure 129 is observed that at 0.25 sec,
the 70-in. tall barrier generated a higher moment than lower-height barriers. In Figure 130
is observed that the 62-in. tall barriers maximum moment suddenly increased, this
happened because on that barrier height the tank leans over the chamfer and that causes the
barrier to receive more loading from the vehicle. For this analysis can be concluded that
any barrier height lower than 70-in. will be a good optimal as a minimum barrier height.
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6.6

Minimum Barrier Height Recommendations
Based on the data extracted and processed data from different barrier height

simulation results and the parameters investigated, the following minimum barrier heights
were recommended based on each parameter: for the roll, to pass MASH safety criteria,
vehicle should not pass a roll angle of 75. From the roll analysis, it was observed that as
the barrier height increases the Euler roll decreases. Also, none of the simulations reached
a maximum roll angle. From this analysis, it was not possible to deduce a minimum barrier
height. For the zone of intrusion analysis, it was observed that the vertical and lateral
intrusion decreases as the barrier height increases. A maximum zone of intrusion of 20-in.
was stablished, barriers with a height of 70 to 90-in. showed a vertical zone of intrusion
lower than 20-in. If DOTs agree to select a barrier height with a larger zone of intrusion,
any barrier lower than 70-in. will be capable of containing a TL-6 vehicle. For the barrier
forces and moments, it was observed that as the barrier height increases, the barrier forces
increases. The chamfer was one of walls that received most of the loadings at the end of
the simulations. The forces at every 5-ft and 10-ft sections of the barrier were analyzed and
compared. From this analysis was observed that the barrier with a height lower than 70-in.
had a more stable behavior. Also, it was discussed that any barrier height lower than 70-in.
received less weight from tank. The moment at every 5-ft and 10-ft sections of the barrier
were analyzed and compared. From this analysis was observed that the barrier with a height
lower than 70-in. had a more stable behavior. Also, it was discussed that any barrier height
lower than 70-in. received less weight from tank, which means that less moment is
generated. From this study can be recommended that a minimum barrier height of 62-in.
can contain a TL-6 vehicle model. This recommendation was only for a solid rigid parapet
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with a vertical face and horizontal top. A 62 in. tall barrier was selected as a more
conservative value considering the barrier shape may change and due to the limitations of
the model. The minimum barrier height is likely higher for varying shapes and for barrier
that deform. Additionally, due to the limitations of the vehicle model, improvements to the
vehicle were recommended in later chapters, which may refine these recommendations in
future phases.
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Chapter 7

Tank Trailer Model Refinement

The detailed tank-trailer model tank was constructed to provide an improved
representation of real tank-trailers to obtain the general behavior of a real/physical tank
trailer. More critical components from the preliminary model were included. The tank
trailer model created in Section Chapter 5 served as a vehicle model for the preliminary
Barrier Height Study. From the Barrier Height Study, the forces and accelerations were not
believed to be accurate, by comparing results to an existing crash-test. This chapter outlines
the problems with the model, the differences observed between the model and physical
vehicles, and offers solutions that can be implemented to make the model more accurate
and representative of the physical tank-trailer vehicle.
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7.1

Fluid Model
For fluid component, solid elements with the properties of water at room

temperature, were used to simulate the sloshing of water inside the tank. The solid elements
were given an element formulation of 1, constant stress solid elements and material was
modeled using MAT_ELASTIC_FLUID. The element formulation and material model
experienced large deformations, and negative volumes when the elements sloshed back on
top of other elements. An illustration of elements deforming on top of others is shown in
Error! Reference source not found.. This resulted in early and error terminations in the
simulation before reaching termination time.

Figure 131: Fluid Mesh Deformation
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In section 4.4.2 was concluded, that ALE computational method is more suitable to
simulate the behavior of fluid sloshing than Lagrangian method. Although an ALE
containerized fluid model was developed and successfully simulated, implementation into
the full TL-6 model was timely and presented additional challenges. Therefore, to fulfill
the project objectives, the Lagrangian model was recommended and implemented. It is
recommended that the ALE implementation be completed as its formulation will likely be
correlated with improved model stability and may result in more accurate estimation of
tank wall pressure and internal fluid reaction.
7.2

Tank Re-meshing
The main issue for implementing ALE fluid model into TL-6 vehicle model was

that the meshing of tank components does not match the meshing of fluid components. As
a result, an extra component was required to ensure the compatibility between the two
interfaces. This component is the fluid container, which mesh matches the mesh of the
fluid’s surfaces. Shell element are the best option to model the tank structure, since this
type meshing requires a lower CPU time to process simulation. Also, tank components take
in most of the barrier impact and suffer more deformation than other components.

Figure 132: Tank Meshing
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7.3

ALE Fluid Model
Even though Lagrangian method was used because it was simpler to implement

into vehicle model and requires a lower CPU time to process results and simulation, ALE
method demonstrated to be more capable to simulate an accurate fluid behavior. This
method is not expected to suffer any problems related to mesh distortion, negative volumes
or shooting nodes that ends simulation earlier with an error termination.
It is recommended to use existing ALE model as a base model, since it showed a
consistent fluid behavior. For further investigation, it is recommended to research with
more detailed about the type boundary condition that can be applied to ALE method.
Researchers were unable to overcome some errors in the model specific to the ALE fluid
condition, including initial velocity were causing out of range velocities, resulting in error
termination. Further investigation may be warranted to improve the initial velocity of the
fluid in the tank model for a stable interaction with the barrier. It is recommended to
research more in the area of equation of state (EOS) for ALE method. Since, different types
of EOS can be used to model a more accurate fluid behavior.

Figure 133: ALE Method Fluid Sloshing Inside Tank
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7.4

Baffles
Recall that simplified models of baffles were used in the simulation to prevent fluid

contact instabilities with the Lagrangian fluid mesh. More detailed baffle models may be
used if ALE fluid models are adopted, as shown in Figure 134. In tank-trailer vehicles, the
manufacturers are required to have baffles to direct the flow of fluid. The LBT tank-trailer
manufactured a trailer, which was similar to the MASH-specified vehicle, have six baffles
within tank’s compartments. Further refinements of the tank model could utilize more
realistic baffles, which include flow orifices, as it may affect fluid flow calculations.
Although it is not expected that much fluid will flow between adjacent chambers during an
impact, including the holes may both increase the flexibility of the baffles and further
improve the fluid modeling when a suitable ALE or similar FSI model is implemented
instead of the Lagrangian fluid mesh. A model of the trailer, which depicts the baffles and
bulkheads, is shown in Figure 135. These baffles add strength and stability to the tank,
while also limiting the sloshing of liquids within the tanks.
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Figure 134: Potential Re-mesh of Baffle Component with Fluid Flow Orifices

Figure 135: Potential Re-mesh of Tank-Trailer Structure Including Baffles with Fluid Flow
Orifices
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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusion

The objective of this research project was to replicate the dynamic behavior of a
truck-tank trailer vehicle using representative dimensions, properties, and inertias of the
trailer/fluid ballast combination. This model is employed to develop a new, cost-effective,
Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) Test Level 6 (TL-6) barrier.
A literature review on FSI methods to model fluid was done to review and compare
Lagrangian, Eulerian, ALE, and SPH. From the literature review it was determined that
ALE method was the most accurate to represent the position and movement of fluid inside
tank-trailer. Researcher decided use ALE and Lagrangian method for a comparative study
to decide which computational method is going to be selected for trailer model.
A TL-6 vehicle model was created. The trailer model was reviewed, and
components were classified as critical and non-critical components. The non-critical
components were removed from the trailer model. It was decided to remove components,
to simplify trailer model and only keep components that structurally support tank, and
connects tractor to tank-trailer. It was decided to remove baffles from tank-trailer and
substitute them with bulkheads, this was decided to keep model simple and avoid any type
of interaction between fluids from different compartments. Since, this fluid interacting may
increase the complexity of fluid structure interaction.
The critical components were meshed, component thickness and element
formulations were applied. Materials for trailer components were selected, for this model
aluminum was used. The mechanical properties were implemented into TL-6 trailer model.
Tractor and suspension system were extracted, from an existing TL-5 vehicle model, and
implanted into TL-6 vehicle model because of similarities with BKZ 5949 trailer model.
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Real life trailer model was reviewed to select what type of constrains and contact would be
used in vehicle model.
A reviewed of vehicle model was done to verify that tank’s components,
connections, and material properties were working properly. After verifying tank model
fluid components were created for Lagrangian and Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
computational methods. Both fluid components were implemented into tank model.
Contacts and constraints were created to model the interaction between the fluid
components and tank’s surface. Both computational methods showed successful results of
fluid sloshing inside tank. From results analysis it was observed that ALE computational
method showed a more accurate sloshing fluid behavior than Lagrange method. Also, ALE
method requires a higher computational time than Lagrangian, this might cause trailer
model to have a lower time-step due to the size of model, and amount of element when
using ALE. Lagrangian method did not show and accurate fluid behavior, but the method
required lower computational time. For models where complexity is high, and time is a
priority, Lagrangian offers reliable results.
For those reason it was decided to implement both methods in TL-6 vehicle model.
Lagrangian method was successfully implemented into vehicle model. ALE method was
not successfully implemented into vehicle model. This happened because of out-of-range
forces and velocities were happening in the model. This is due to boundary condition
applied in fluid component and the pressure cutoff in fluid material. It was decided to keep
using Lagrangian method.
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A model verification of the updated TL-6 vehicle model was done to check that
vehicle model is showing reasonable results. The model verification was done by
comparing Phase II simulation results with Instrumented Wall test data. The simulation
consisted of TL-6 model moving at a constant velocity, 22 mph (50 m/s) impacting a 90in. tall rigid wall barrier. TL-6 vehicle model, detailed model, did not accurately represent
impact loads and accelerations from the Instrumented Wall test. Due to the differences in
the 1968 test vehicle and the preliminary vehicle model, which was created from the
geometry of a newer tractor and trailer.
It was decided to proceed with barrier height analysis using Lagrangian fluid model
with a more refined and smooth meshing. The TL-6 model was then used to simulate crash
tests on rigid vertical walls ranging in height from 50 to 90 in. The results from the
simulations (roll, latera and vertical intrusion, forces, general behavior of the vehicle, and
other) were analyzed to determine a new minimum TL-6 barrier height. A minimum TL6
barrier height of 70 in. is recommended for rigid, vertical barriers. On previous phase it
was recommended a minimum barrier height of 62-in., in the case of Phase II vehicle
model, this minimum height did not meet the safety criteria from MASH. This due to
notorious difference in geometry of Phase I and Phase II vehicle models. Phase II model
include bulkheads in the tank compartments, has a more detailed chassis and tank. Also,
the bulkheads in the front and back of Phase II model are concave and model is taller than
Phase I vehicle. This difference in geometries can be observed in Figure 136 and Figure
137. Since Phase II model has bulkheads, the dynamic forces generated by fluid sloshing
are going to be distributed individually for each compartment and not as a whole, like in
Phase I. This causes barrier forces and maximum roll angles to behave differently than
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Phase I results. The vertical and lateral intrusion are going to be higher than Phase I results
because Phase II model is taller. Even though Phase II, TL-6 vehicle model, did not
accurately represent impact loads and accelerations from the Instrumented Wall test. It is
denoted an improvement in the results compare to Phase I vehicle model.

Figure 136: Phase I Model (Right) Phase II Model (Left)
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Figure 137: Phase I Model (Top) Phase II Model (Bottom)
The fluid model of TL-6 model should be updated to more accurately reflect the
behavior and loading generated by fluid sloshing, including: (1) ALE fluid model
implementation in TL-6 vehicle model; (2) More research about the equation of state that
can be used to simulate fluid using ALE method; (3) Re-meshing of tank components to
match tank’s mesh to fluid mesh. In order to simplify model and improve the constraint
between fluid and tank; (4) Include baffles into tank model, to accurately simulate fluid
sloshing and dynamic forces generated by fluid;(5) and the Lagrangian ballast model inside
the tank, to have a backup mode in case ALE fluid model gets complicated.
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Appendix A Tank-Trailer Description
Table A.1 Tank Components
Baffles, Bulkheads and Shell

Part ID

Component
ID Geometry Name
(Hypermesh )

12000100
12000101
12000102
12000103
12000104
12000105
12000104
12000105
12000106
12000107
12000108
12000107
12000108
12000109
12000001
12000002
12000003
12000004
12000005

20
503
552
17
506
508
25
514
505
2902
555
558
559
30
1
9
2
10
4

Baffle_1
Baffle_2
Baffle_3
Baffle_4
Baffle_5
Baffle_6
Bulkhead_1
Bulkhead_2
Bulkhead_3
Bulkhead_4
Bulkhead_5
Bulkhead_6
Bulkhead_7
Bulkhead_8

Outer Shell

Element Element
Element Material
Type
Thickness Size
ID

Section
ID

Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell

6300012
6300003
6300003
6300003
6300002
6300003
6300002
6300003
6300003
6300003
6300003
6300003
6300003
6300008

6.3
4.7
4.7
4.738
6.3
4.7
6.35
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
6.35
5.588
5.588
5.588
5.588
5.588

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300002
6300003
6300003
6300003
6300003
6300003

6300019
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Table A.2 Fifth Wheel Components
Fifth Wheel

Part ID

Component
ID Geometry Name
(Hypermesh )

10000020 75

10000021
10000022

71
72

74
565
73
10000024
564
76
10000025
566
10000023

Fifth
Wheel
Pin
FifthWheel-1
FifthWheel-2
FifthWheel-3
FifthWheel-4
FifthWheel-5

Element Element
Type
Thickness

Element Material Section
Size
ID
ID

Solid

6

6300005

45

Shell

7.9

12

6300005

6300006

Shell

4.8

12

6300005

6300007

Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell

7.9
7.9
6.3
6.3
4.8
4.8

12
12
12
12
12
12

6300005

6300006
6300006

6300005

6300002

6300005

6300007
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Table A.3 Chassis Components

Chassis Frame

Part ID

Component
ID Geometry Name
(Hypermesh )

43
56
35
516
529
532
534
10000015
535
536
537
538
542
10000014

Beam_1

Beam_2

Element Element
Element Material Section
Type
Thickness Size
ID
ID
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell

7.9
7.9
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

6300004

6300006

6300004

6300007
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Table A.4 Chassis Components
Chassis Frame

Part ID

Component
ID Geometry Name
(Hypermesh )

10000016 45
10000017 44
32
10000018
33
105
10000019 305
365
53
10000026
54
46
47
10000027
55
57
50
52
525
10000028
526
527
549
48
10000029
49
10000030 51
18
504
507
10000051
509
513
553

Beam_3
Beam_4
Bulk_Support
Fender
Rail
Tank_Support
1

Tank_Support
2

Tank_Support
3
Tank_tkg

TKE

Element Element
Element Material Section
Type
Thickness Size
ID
ID
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell

6.4
9.5
6.4
6.4
1.9
1.9
1.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
9.5
9.5
5.6
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

6300004
6300004

6300008
6300010

6300005

6300008

6300005

6300009

6300005

6300005

6300006
6300006
6300006
6300006
6300006
6300006

6300005

6300007

6300005

6300010

6300005

6300011

6300005

6300002
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Table A.5 Chassis Components
Chassis Frame

Part ID

Component ID
Geometry
Name
(Hypermesh )

10000031 373
41
10000032
522

TKE1
TKG1

TKG2

10000034

10000035
10000036
10000037

10000038

10000041

10000047

10000040
1000050
10000039

Material
ID

Section ID

Shell
Shell
Shell

4.7
6.4
6.4
6 side,
middle
6.2 side,
middle
6.2 side,
middle
6.2 side,
middle
6.2 side,
middle
5.6
5.6
5.6
6.4
6.4
4.7
4.7
6.4
6.4
3.2
3.2
3.2
9.5
9.5
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
4.7
4.7
4.7
6.3

12
12
12

6300005

6300003

6300005

6300008

6300005

6300014

6300005

6300011

6300005

6300008

6300006

6300003

6300005

6300008

6300005

6300015

6300006

6300010

6300005

6300015

6300005

6300003

6300005

6300003

6300005

6300002

Shell
Shell

561
562
69
70
563
64
556
352
1917
355
356
359
360
362
42
524
354
1918
1919
3236
2990
114
2996
115

Element
Size

Shell

68
560

Element
Thickness

Shell

58

1000033

Element
Type

Shell
TKG3

TKG4
TKG5
TKG6

TKG7

TKG8

TKG11

TKG13
TKG14
TKG15

Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell

7.9
12
7.9
12
7.9
12
7.9
12
7.9
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
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Appendix B Chassis-Tank Connection Diagram
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Figure B- 1: Chassis-Tank Connection Diagram
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Figure B- 2: Chassis to Tank-1 Connection Diagram
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Figure B- 3: Chassis Connection Diagram
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Figure B- 4: Overall-Tank to Chassis Connection Diagram
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Figure B- 5: Chassis to Tank-2 Connection Diagram
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Figure B- 6: Chassis to Tank-3 Connection Diagram
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Figure B- 7: Chassis to Tank-4 Connection Diagram
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Appendix C Fifth Wheel-Tractor Connection Diagram
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Figure C- 1: Fifth-Wheel Connection Diagram
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182
Appendix D Lagrangian Tank-Fluid Connection Diagram
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Figure D- 1: Lagrangian Fluid to Tank Connection Diagram
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Figure D- 2: Lagrangian Fluid to Tank Connection Diagram
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Figure D- 3: Lagrangian Fluid to Tank Connection Diagram
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Figure D- 4: Lagrangian Fluid to Tank Connection Diagram
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Appendix E ALE Tank-Fluid Connection Diagram
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Figure E- 1: ALE Fluid to Tank Connection Diagram
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Figure E- 2: ALE Fluid to Tank Connection Diagram
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Figure E- 3: ALE Fluid to Tank Connection Diagram
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Figure E- 4: ALE Fluid to Tank Connection Diagram

